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As Mr. Chiswell entered the room from his private oftlce, Fred advanced to the closet and threw
the door wide open. A weird-looki ng, black-haire d giant of a man stalked forth.
Hattie shrieked, dropped the ca.sh drawer, and fainted. ·
_
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CHAPTER I.
OUT FOR THE DOLLARS.

•

I

"Hey, Fred, what's your rush?" cried Billy Brown, messenger for Edwards, Saunders & Co., stock brokers, Exchange Place, as an alert, good-looking lad slid around the
corner of Wall and Broad streets, in front of the Morgan
Bank, and ran smack into his arms.
"That you, Billy?" exclaimed Fred Stanfield. "Excuse
me for butting into you, but I didn't see you. How are
things coming ?"
"Same as ever. Everything comes my way but money,
barring my wages on Saturday, and I don't need a horse
and wagon to carry that home. Say, I heard that you had
a falling out with Osgood."
"That's right," nodded Fred.
"And that you left him."
"That's right, too. Who told you?"
"That red-headed dude, the cashier. The follow you
never could get along with. He was always running to
Osgood with some story about you. Was he the cause of
your leaving?"
"Yes, he was at the bottom of it. He told Osgood that
he laid an important letter on the, end of his desk and told
me to mail it, and that I didn't do it."
"Which wasn't so, I suppose?"
"Of course it \yasn't so. Whenever I went out, except
on urgent haste for Mr. Osgood, I always looked at the end

of Langhorne's desk to see if he had any letters laid out
there to mail. On the occasion in question he didn't have
the ghost of one, and he lied when he said he did. That .
is what I told Mr. Osgood before the chap's face. I also
told ,him that I was tired of having Langhorne knock at
me at every chance he could find to do so, and as there
didn't seem to be much chance of his changing his tactics
I guessed I'd leave, .and I did."
"You wasn't out of a job long."
"One day."
"Who are you working for now?"
" Horace Chiswell."
"Who is he? Never heard of him."
"There
are lots of peop1e in business down here that you
,
never heard of, Billy."
"That's no lie. Is he a broker?"
. "Yes, a mining broker. He's the Eastern representative
'of the Great Expectations Mining & Milling Company of
Chihuahua, Mexico."
"Great Expectations· is good," grinned Billy. " l s there
anything more than great expectations to it?''
"You'd think so if you read our page advertisement rn •
a couple of the Sunday pa.pers yesterday. It began with
the words, 'The Eyes of the World are Turned Toward
Mexico-the Earth's Greatest Treasure House of Gold and
Silver,' in big type."
"A page advertisement, eh? Yom boss is angling for
the lambs in great shape."
" I heard him tell.a man to-day that the opportunity of
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his lifo wr.s at haml; that Great Expectations, now selling
at twenty cents a share, woulcl. soon be harcl to get. at a
dollar. Uc said that fortune was ]mocking loudly at his
visitor's cloor, and that if he failed to takt; advantage of the
fact it was his mrn funeral.')
"Trying to sell him some of the stock, I suppose. Well,
did he bite?"
"He bought ten l 00-share certificates."
"At twenty cents a share?"
"Of course. That's the price. It's gone up. Miss Richmond, the stenographer, told me that the incorporation
stock was selling for a nickel a share a month since. After
the company was fully formed it jumped to ten cents. Now
i t's twenty."

"And next week it will be thirty?"
"Possibly. I understand that a rich vein of ore has
been discovered in the mine and is being· (~eveloped. I took
some copy to our printer's to-clay. It may have been for a
new circular advertising the•fact.''
"How is your job, anyway?· Easy?"
"I always have something .to do to fill in time. When
I'm not out, I'm folding circulars, putting them into envelopes and ac1l1resi:;ing them. When I get a valise full I take
them clown to the sub-station and turn them in.''
"I sn ppose your boss has a big mail ?"
"Well, say, 'it makes Osgood's look like thirtv cents.
Hattie Richmond, our stenographer, goes throl'igh i This
morning when Mr. Chiswell came in her• table was covered.
/
wilh check8, postal orders and registered letters to beat the
band. We are doing a land-office business."
"Do you get as much as you did at Osgood's?"
"Two dollars more. There's nothing mean about l\1r.
Chiswell."
"You're in luck."
"I am that, for I picked up a tip to-day on the market."
"Did you, really? What was it?"
"Got any money to invest?"
"Rot a red."
"Then the tip wouldn't do you an~· goo~1."
"I'd like to know what it is, just the same."
"I found out that a certain stocik is going to b7 boomed."
"\\hat is the name of the stock?"
"If it would no you any good I'd tell you; but, as yon
havoo't any money, what's the use?"
"I might sell the information and raise a few cases."
"You couldn't sell it, Bill~'· A possible hu~'er would demand rour authority. \\hat coulcl :vo11 say? Only that
you got yom knowledge from another messenger boy. Nay,
nay, Billy. It >loulcln't >lork.''
--..
"What are you going to do with the tip?"
"I've clone all I'm going to do with it."
""\Yhat's that?"
'·I bought twenty shares of the ptdck at 63, on margin,
ancl a little while ago when the E\'.change closed it \ras
going at 61-, so I'm twenty dollars ahead of the game at
this point."
\.

.

---

"Gee! You ·re a bloatetl capiLali l. '1'!1cy must lumJ
cost you over a hundred dollars."
"They Llic1. They cost me a hundred and twenty-six
dollars.''
"\Yhere did ~ou get so much money?"
"Saved it one way or another since I've been in Wall
Street."
"I don't see how you did it."
"Well, I did it, or I wouldn't have it to call on,
would I?"
Bil1y had to admit the logic of that ans>ler, and, as he
suddenly recollected he had lost considerable time talking
to Fred, he said he had to move on, and so the boys parted.
Fred Stanfiekl, who had lately thrown up a position he
hacl held for two years because of the personal .spite of the
cashier of the firm, and had immediately secured another
that he liked ever so much better, was a clever boy.
The only relative he had in tho world was an aunt, who
lived in a small Connecticut town.
Ile had lived with her lmtil he graduated from the public
school, when he came to New York City and got a position
in Wall Street as office boy to William Osgood, a stock
broker.
He had a room on West 127th Sheet, and took his meals
at a restaurant.
Being thrown entirely on his own resources had a tendency to make him independent an.cl self-reliant.
·
Up to the time of the opening of this story he had managed to save out of his wages and the tips he occasionally
got one hundred ancl thirty-five dollars, which he kept in a
sayings bank not far from the office building in which he
was employed.
He had just drawn the greater part of this money to
make tho necessary deposit on a ton per cent. margin to
secure twenty shares of C. & F. stock, which he had good
reason to believe was about to be boomed by a clique of
capitalists.
It is unnecessary to go into particulars about just how
he obtained his bit of inside information-it is enough to
say that he got it in a perfectly legitimate way, and he was
smart enough to take immediate aclvantage of the chance
thus presented to make a f'take.
EYeryborly in Wall Street was out for the dollars, and
our hero was no exception to the rule.

CH,\P'T'ER IT.
FRED AXD THE STENOGRAPHER.

That Fred's tip on C. & F. was undoubtedly a good one
"'as eYi<lencecl inside of a day or 'two, when the shares adnmccc1 rapidly to 68.
::\fr. Ch i.<;well ha cl a ticker in his .office, for his own use as
well as many customers for whom he purchased railroad as
well al' mining stocks.
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He made his purchases through a member of the Ex- 1. "That's true. I've ~een lots of them drop their little
change, with whom he had an arrangement to divide com- bank rolls at Mr. Osgood'S> office."
.missions.
1 "Then I should think you have had object-lessons enough
In addition to booming the Great Expectations Mining to teach you to keep clear of the market."
"That's right in a way, but when a fellow gets a tip-" '
& Milling Company in New York and the East, Mr. Chis"A tip," la;ghed Hattie Richmond. " That doesn;t hapwell, also did considerable business in all kinds of Western
very often, I guess. Inside information isn't in the
pen
producers.
products and
This brought a good many customers to his office, and habit of leaking out-at least, so I have been told. At any
one of Fred's duties was to post up on a big blackboard in rate, it isn't reasonable to suppose that it does."
"That's true, too. Still, it does get out occasionally. I
the outer office the current quotations of the Goldfield and
San Francis.co exchanges as they were received by messen- know of several messenger boys who made considerable
ger service from the New York Mining Exchange, to which money out of the pointers they picked up one way or a.nother."
Mr. Chiswell was a regular subscriber.
" They were the lucky ones. I believe there is an excep" I n~ver knew before that so many New York peo·ple
• were int erested in Western stocks," said F red to the stenog- tion to every rule."
"Then I may be reckoned as one of the lucky ones, for
rapher one day. "The men who come in here watch the
blackboard just as intently as if the quotations were railroad I got bold of a good tip the other day myself."
"Are you sure ~t's a good tip?" she asked incredulously.
stocks dealt in at the Broad Street Exchange."
"Yes, I am pretty confident of it."
"It is easier for persons of small means· to speculate in
"How can you be sure of anything down in Wall Street?"
mining stocks, as the value of those securities are so much
"Wel\, I can't very well go into particulars about this
highest"The
replied.
she
-shares,"
railroad
the
than
less
Miss Richmond, but I think so well of it that I put up
one,
afthis
which
Mining,
priced stock on the list is Tonopah
ternoon is quoted at , twenty-one dollars, with Goldfield all my money on the strength of it."
"You did? How much did you risk ?"
Mohawk a close second ·at eighteen dollaJ.·s. Nine out of
"One hundred and twenty-six dollars."
every ten o:f t he other stocks arc listed at less than a dollar,
"You foolish boy!"
many being as low as six cents."
"Perhaps I .was foolish, but.I don't think so just now.
"I haven't much confidence in stock that is i::elling as low
as that," remarked Fred. "I mean six cents and there- I figure that I am a sure winner."
"That's the way all the people figure who invest in the
abouts."
"You may set them down as prospects-that is, unde- market, otherwise they wouldn't come down here to specuveloped mines, that are not as yet producing any ore to late with their money."
"Ro thing >enturec1, nothing gained, Miss Richmond,"
speak of. When a mine begins actual shipment of its ore
it begins to loom up as a dividend-payeJ.· in the near future, laughed Fred.
"That's all right when you have a fair chance to win;
and naturally iis price goes up."
in the stock market the risk is too unequal."
but
Miss
"Y:ou seem to be pretty well up in Western stocks,
''Except where you have a tip."
Richmond," said Fred.
"Noi one in a thousand ever gets wh'at you call a tip."
"Well, I've been with Mr. Chiswell ever since he began
"Well, I've got a tip this time, all right," persisted Fred.
business, and I· am expected to keep pretty well informed
"I hope it ma:v turn out to your advantage, Fred," reon matters that come directly aJ1rt constantly :under my
plied the girl. "What iR this tip, if I may ask the quesattention."
tion?"
"I shouldn't <:are to speculate in mining stock, anyway.
''It's on C. & F . I got a pointer that it was going to
I d<in't want to fool with thing,; T a.m not up in. I was
over two years wjth Mr. Osgood, and would have been with he boomed. Well, it looks as if things were corning my
him yet on ly for that cashier of his. who got his knife in wa~·. for I bought twenty shares, on a ten per cent. margin,
me for some reason/ which made. it impossible for me to at CB, nncl half an' hom ago it was up to 70. So, you see,
remain at the office. Although T was not expected to study I am a hu!1rlrec1 anr1 forty dollars ahead at this moment, "
Stock Exchange methods, for I was only the office and mes- ~nid Frerl, triumphantly.
senger boy, still I did so, :for I have always been interested
"So fnr you are fortunate, I must admit . ' Your profits
in the :fluctuations of the market, and mean some day to do arc onl:v paper profits until yoll close the deal. H ave you
a little speculntion on my ~wn hook."
any idea how high the stock may go?"
"If you take my advice .you will not specula.te at all."
"I calculate on it going to 80, at any rate."
said Hattie.
"Have you good grounds for supposing it will?"
"Why not?"
"Yes."
"Because the chances are all against you. You ought
"This isn't your first speculation, is it?"
to know that without me telling you. People are losing
"Yes. I've been l'aving up my money for the purpose of
money every day in Wall Street."
taking advantage of the first good thing that came my way.
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This is the fii:.st chance I've seen that promised results, so
I went the whole hog on it."
"Well, you have my best wishes for your success, Fred."
"Thanlc you, Miss Richmond. I feel it in my bones that
I'm going to come out on top, ·and when a fellow feels that
way I think luck is on his side. At any rate, I'm out for
the dollars, and I mean 1.o lanu a good bunch of them before
I get to be twenty-one."
Just then Mr. Chiswell rang his bell for Fred, and the
conversation came to an end.
·
A few days after the .foregoing conversation there was
great excitement in the Stock Exchange over the rise in

parasite claims that triM to make capital out of their proximity to the ore-bearing ledges owned and exploited by the
lucky ones.
The wildcat mines were largely in excess of the real producers, and Fred soon had most of tbem spotted.
He noticed, however, that ]\fr. Chiswell had more of the
wildcats for sale than those listed on the exchanges, possibly because there was more money in it for him.
He found plenty of work for Fred to do, both in and out
of the office, and it was seldom that the boy got away before
five o'clock.
One morning the broker called Fred into his private
0. & F.
room and handed him a letter.
Fred had kept close watch on the stock, an'd when he saw
"Take this to Mr.. George Sherwood, secretary of the
it jump point after point he felt pretty good.
Bonanza Mine, room-, in the Bowling Green Building."
At length it reached 80.
, "All right, sir," replied Fred, who got his hat and started
"That's high e:q.ough for me," he said, and he ran around off.
to the little bank where he had arranged his modest deal
At the corner of Beaver Street and Broadway a lady and
ahq ordered his shares sold.
a little girl, both stylishly attired, who had been walking
This was done inside of fifteen minutes, his stock going ahead of him, started to cross the
street toward Bowling
at 80~.
Green Park.
Next day he received a check an~ a statement of account
Fred fol1owed close behind them.
from the bank and showed both to Hattie.
Suddenly the little girl broke away from her companion,
"There, now, I have closed out that littl,e deal and made who seemed to be her mother,
and darted ahead with outthree hundred and forty dollars. How is that for a starter, stretched arms toward a
gentlemll.D who stood on the walk
Miss Richmond?"
in front of the park.
"You are a very fortunate boy," she replied.
At that moment a touring automobile darted out from
"I more than doubled my capital. That's the advantage behind· a slow-going wagon
and bore right down on the
of working a good thing for all it's worth."
child.
"I hope you will be careful not to lose what you have
The lady saw the child's peril and. tried to grao at her,
ma.de in this deal."
but failed.
•
"I shall look out for another tip."
Fred, who had caught sight of the motor car :first, sprang
"And you really expect to run across another pointer· ahead of it, grasped the little girl
in his. arms, but was
as good a,s that one?"
struck and hurled half 8. dozen feet away.
''If a fellow keeps wide awake he is likely to hear of a
RolJing over and over, he instinctively held the child .
great many things to his advantage one way or anotI1er."
close to him, and thus Slived her from injury.
Several people, including the gentleman we have men--~
tioned, who was the child's father, rushed to the spot where
Fred had brought up against the curb.
· •
CHAPTER III.
Everybody thought that both the plucky lad and the
'
little girl were either killed or at least badly injured.
AT THE RISK OF HIS LIFE.
Willing hands picked them up, and the frantic father
clasped his little daughter to his breast in an agony of
Five hundred dollars was quite a comfortable little sum grief.
for a boy of Fred's years to possess, together with the con"Gee! Where am I at?" asked Fred, looking around in
sciousness that he h!id made every cent of it himself.
a dazed way.
Not knowing when he would find another favorable op"Are you hurt?" asked several voices.
portunity to go into .the market, he deposited it in a near"Hurt?" replied Fred. "I don't ·know. I thought a
by savings bank, and placed his book in the office safe in house had fallen in on me."
an envelope adcltessed to himself.
In a few moments it was seen that, with the exception of
Fred soon got as familiar with the mining stock quota- some scratches and a• cut over his eye, the boy was
not intions of the Western markets as he was with those of the j nrecl
New York Stock Exchange.
The little girl had escaped scot free.
As loads of mining literature came to the office in the
By thi time a big crowd had collected . .
mail, he soon began to flistinguish the good, reliable mines
The driver of the motor car had stopped, diRmolmted and
from the poor ones and the mere prospec'ts.
rnn back t.o the scene to ascertain the extent of the damage
Every good mining property seem to be surrounded by he had clone.
0
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Mr. Sherwood insisted that Fred must go to his office.
Half the people scowled at him and muttered won1s that
"This note from Mr. Ohiswell will require an answer,
were not to his credit.
However, it really was not his .fault, as the child had un- ancl I want to talk to you, anyway."
So Fred· accompanied him, with his wife and daughter,
consciously thrown herself in his path where the distance
was too short for him to stop in time to avoid the collision, to his office in the Bowling Green Building.
Here both Mr. Sherwood and his wife expressed their
and Fred had deliberately courted the danger in order to
gratitude .to the boy in a profuse manner, and the secretary '
save the little girl.
A policeman ca.ine up, and when he learned the facts he of the Bonanza Mine wanted to give Fred his check for a.
put the aut.o man under arrest, and the father of the girl thousand dollars.
Fred, however, firmly refused to accept a money conangrily declared that he would push the case against him.
sideration.
a
was
car
It pre5l:!ntly developed that the driver· of the
"I wouldn't take such a chance as that for money. I did
wealthy capitalist.
save your little girl, and I feel repaid by the knowledge
to
it
He offered to square things with the father of the child,
and also with Fred, who by this time was satisfied that he that she escaped without a mark. I shall accept no reward
' whatever, sir. I simply did my duty."
was not much hurt by the collision.
"Very well, my brave lad; but I hope you will underst and
The officer insisted that the parties connected with the
that we are your friends from this moment. You must
accident board the. auto with him and go to the station.
call and see us as soon as you can make it convenient to do
Fred objected.
"I've got a letter to deliver at the building across the so. If I can ever be of any help to you I want you to call
street. I work in Wall Street, and time is money with me." on me."
Fred agreed to call, and, taking the answer to the note,
He showed the letter to the officer.
enthe
hastened back to Mr. Ohiswell's office.
on
he
superscription
the
saw
girl
the
of
The father
velope.
"Why, that's for me," he exclaimed. "My name is Sherwood. I'm secretary of the Bonanza Min . .My office is
CHAP TER IV.
on the tenth floor of the Bowling Green Building." .
for
"Well, if you're Mr. George Sherwood, that note is
THE OIPHER TELEGRAM.
you," said Fred.
"Who is it from?' asked the gentleman.
"\'\hy, Fred Stanfiel~ whatever has happened to you?"
"Mr. Horace OhisweH, No. - - Wall Street.''
"Ah, yes; I know him very well," and he put the letter exclaimed Hattie Richmond, when Fred walked into the
""
in his pocket. "Well, my lad, you have saved my little . ofiicc.
"Butting against an auto, that's all,'' replied the boy,
daughter's life, and I can never thank you enough for your
courage in snatching her from almost certain cleath. You with a smile.
"You look it. Do you really mean to say that you wer e
must accompany us , to the station as the policeman re, strnc;k by one of those machines?"
'
quests."
"I was."
Mr. Sherwood, his wife and daughter boarded the auto
"My gracious ! Where?"
seat.
rear
the
of
and took possession
"On Broadway, opposite Beaver Street."
name
whose
car,
the
of
The officer, Fred and the owner
"You've got a cut over your eye, and your clothes look
the
to
went
they
was Abbott, got in the front seat, and off
seven days of rainy weather. You must hav~ had a
like
station.
On their arrival everybody·lined up before the sergeant's narrow escape."
"I did."
desk, and the officer stated why he had arrested the gen"Tell me how it happened."
tleman.
"Is Mr. Ohiswell in?"
Mr. Abbott wanted to know 9nce more if the matter
"Yes."
could not be arranged.
"Then wait till I've taken this answer to him."
"I'm willing to. pay any reasonable sum to hush this
"He was out here looking for you a few minutes ago."
matter up," he said.
"Thought I was away a good while, eh? Well, I got
Mr. Sherwood had cooled do1Vn by this time, and decided
as soon as I could."
back
capitalist.
the
prosecute
not
that he would
marched into the private office, handed Mr. Ohiswell
Fred
Fred
pay
to
was
he
that
ar't'anged
were
Finally matters
he brought from Mr. Sherwood, and explained
note
of
the
suit
new
a
him
give
and
the sum of five hundred dollars
happened to him.
had
what
clothes.
a lucky escape, young man," replied the minhim
had
hold
"You
to
The sergeant told him that he would have
for examination before a magistrate, and so the capitalist ing broker, with a half-smile. "So it was Mr. Sher wood's
sent a message to his lawyer to make arrangements to bail little girl that you saved?"
"Yies, sir."
him out.

..
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"Well, you are a plucky boy. Was the man who ran you
down arrested?"
"Yes, sir; but neither Mr. Sherwood nor I will appear
. against him. He's going to send me a check for five hundred dollars and an order .for a new suit of clothes to square
himself with me."
"He couldn't do much less, when he came within an ace
of killing or injuring you. Go home for the rest of the
day if you want to."
"Thank you, sir; but I guess it isn't necessary. · I feel
all right."
Fred returned to the reception-room and told Hattie all
the particulars of the mishap.
She declared that he was an uncommonly brave boy to
do what he did.
While they were talking a bright-faced young man came
in, introduced himself as a reporter from a big daily, ancl
proceeded to interview Fred about the acciclent.
Next morning on his way downtown Freel read tb.e story,
which made him out a hero of the :first water.
He overtook Billy Brown on Broadway, near Wall Street.
"Hello, Fred," said Bill. "I see you've got into the
papers. Gee! I wouldn;t <lo what you are reported to have
done for a thousand dollars. The paper says the machine
knocked you :fifteen feet.",
"The Jlaper exaggerated the distance. I was onty knocked
six or eiglit feet, but I don't want to try the thing over
again. I tell you, Billy, I felt as if a dozen mules' hind
legs had landed on me all at once."
"I don't see how you escaped being ruri. over."
"It was my luck not to be." ..
"You saved the little girl, all right, and her folks must
be pretty grateful to you."
"They said they were, at any rate."
Billy left him at the corner of New Street to go to his
office, which was in Exchange Place.
.
The early mail brought the .five-hundred-dollar check and
an order on a big clothing store for a new suit of clothes
from Mr. Abbott, the capitalist, together with a note expressing his sincere regrets that the accident had happened.
Fred had the check cashed by Mr. Chiswell and put the
money with the rest of his funds.
Altogether he was now worth $975.
Next day a long telegram ca.me to the office from the
headquarters of the Great Expectations Mining and Milling
Company in Denver stating that a ledge of high-grade ore
had been discovered in one of the hmnels of the mine, and
ordering Mr. Chiswell to announce another raise in the
shares in ten days from date.
The telegram was framed and hung up in the office near
the ticker) and it caused considerable excitement among
those customers who had been persuaded to buy G. E. stock
at five, t~n or twenty cents a share, as the case might be.
This gave more work to the printer, who produced several hundred "personal" type.written letters and the. same
number fac-similes of the telegram.

It took Hattie and Fred the best part of two days to pre- ·
pare these for the mail.
First the girl had to write the name and address of one
of the persons who had bought the stock, or macle inquiries
about it of Mr. Chiswell, at the heacl o.£ each of the printed
"typewritten" letters, and then Fred addressed an envelope
to each o.£ the persons, enclosed the letter and copy of the
telegram, and stamped it.
.These he subsequently mailed in bulk at the sub-station.
The result of all this was a renewed rush for stock on the
part of out-of-town residents, and cash flowed into the
office for some days after that.
Of course, :Jir. Chiswell did not make all this money.
It had to be sent to the company's office at Denver; but
he got a good-sized rake-off in the shape of a commission.
The Great Expectations Mine looked to be a minner; but
still Fred did not buy any of the shares at t..yenty cents,
although he knew that the price would soon be thirty.
It is not improbable that he might have been tempted to
invest his rrine hundted and seventy-five dol1ars in it, but
that 1\fr. Shcrwoocl, to whom he spoke abou~ it, gave him a
hint to keep out.
The clay follo ving the rise of Great Expectations ta
thirty cents, on paper, Freel carried a note from Mr. Chiswell to a brokerage firm in the Mills Building.
The man he had to deliver the note to was engaged, and
Fred was told to sit clown and wait.
As he took a chair he noticed a folded sheet of yellow
paper lying on the carpet, and picld'ng it up he began to
aml\se himseH drawing rudG caricatures of the balcl-headcd
cashier on ii.
· After he had coverecl all the available blank space with
these outlines, he m1folded the sheet in order to use the reverse side.
Then he noticed that it was a telegraph blank.
There was a message on it in typewriting, addressed tc.. a well-known broker of Wall Street.
The mesi:;age, however, was a strange kind of one, being
a species of cipher.
At any rule, it was constructed on the. lines of a telegraph code mossage--a succession of wordio without any collective meaning.
This is the way it looked to Fred:
/

"William P. Smith,
"No. --Wall Street, New York.
"Theater consonantness ruiahasis astacolite factitiousness
by evidence (2) sharking oaker andorrese gabbler wadding
younker canaliculate ghastfully.
"JORDAN."

Fred studied the strange telegraphic message with considerable interest.
"Now what the dickens does all this mean? William P.
Smith is one of the big guns of the Street. This must be
an order to buy a certain stock, or perhaps a bit of inside
information about something that's going to happen. It
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is 'certainly important, or it wouldn't be put in a cipher he went in to sec them, for he knew they had a ~ig un•
.
code. Now, isn't this enough to ~alee a :fellow mad? I'll abridged dictionary.
bet this is a tip,· and yet is about as intelligible as a Chi- • He showed them the mysterious telegram, ancl tolcl tl}em
·
that the stenographer: in his office had bet him a clollar box
nese puzzle."
Just then the office boy came up to him and said that of candy that he could not translate it.
"Now, I'cl like to do it, just to show her that a little
the broker he wanted to see was disengaged, and that he
like this can't stump me."
thing
office.
private
his
could go into
help you win that candy," one of the students
"vre'll
So Fred put the telegraphic message in his pocket, and
carried the note he had brought in to the broker, who wrote sa.id. "Then you can divide the spoils with us."
"All right,?' replied Fred. "I'm so interested in that
an answer for him to take back to Mr. Ohiswell.
He had no time t~ examine the telegram again until he message that I'd give a ten-dollar bill to be able to read it
went to his room after supper; then he sat clown and co:o:ectl y."
So the three put their heads togethe1: and tried to study
perused it long and earnestly, cudgeling his brains to get
it out.
a line on the meaning of it, but all to no purpose.
awho is William P. Smith?" asked on() of the students.
Na.xt morning he showed the cipher message to Hattie
"He i.s a well-known broker in Wall Street," replied
and told her how it had come into his possession.
''It seems like a code message," she said. "There are Fro~
"Then this telegram probably has some reference to
several codes in general use. The words of any one of
St{)clrn."
message."
this
in
nsecl
been
have
may
them
"I am sure it has," answered the young messenger.
"No," replied Freel, shaking 'his head. "If it's an im"Possibly afi eirder from the person who sig11s him'self
it
of
account
~ portant stock message, as I believe it is, on
to buy or sell a certain stock."
Jordan
being addressed to William P. Smith, it is probably writnot sure of that, because there are no initials of
"I
ten ju the words of a ~private code or cipher known only to
any stock shown in the telegram. Brokers usua.lly desigMr. Smith and the senrler probably."
"That's a reasonable guess," admitted Hattie. "Still, nate the stocks by the initials, just as they a:r:e quoted in
you never can tell what means of communi~ation people the market reports. Still, the name of the stock, if any
will adopt. If I was you I'cl run in next door io Barlow is named in this pu;;zle, may be concealed under -some speBros.' office ancl look up the word§ in their cable code book . . cial word or words known only to Jordan and lVIr. Smith.
At any rate, if it doesn't fit, you'll know that the cable This is not unlikely, as it might be a vital matter between
these gentlemen to keep th~ name of the stock a. secret excode wasn't used."
Fred was absent fifteen minutes,' and came back with cept to themselves." '
"How can you tell but it may be an invitation to a theword that the cable code would not answer even a little bit.
wasteparty, or something o·f that kind?" said the other stuthe
ater
in
message
the
throw
better
you'd
"I guess
"It begins with the word theater."
dent.
it."
read
to
able
be
basket/' laughed Hattie. "You'll never
exclaimed his companion. "Why would
"Nonsense!"
s.tudy
"No; I'm going to kee,r it a while and see if I can
.be intelligible? Besides, the dispatch
word
one
that
just
it o_ut.:'
comes from Portland, Oregon. He wouldn't invite a New
"You'll only w~te your time Qver it, Freel."
"Well,. after office hours it is my own, and if I waste it Yorker 'way out there across the ' continent to go to the
theater. No, that word has a different meaning."
that's my own funeral." ·
"I'll bet you a box of candy that you'll never be able to ·"It might mean 'The,'" sugge~ed Freel, "the other letters being added to deceive the eye."
make anything out of it," she said laughingly.
"That's right, it might. lVIany sentences begin with
"I'll take you · up, if only for the fim of the thing " re'The'. But how about the next word? I don't see any
plied Fred. "Shake hands on it."
They did, and Hattie declared tl,tat the candy was as sense in that."
·They studied over the words for some time without reachgood as hers.
·
a.ny result.
ing
head,
great
a
got
I've
that.
of
positive
too
"Don't be
shout:·
a
gave
Fred
Suddenly
not
I'm
wind
the
in
tip
a
as
and when there's such a thing
on to something.
caught
I've
believe
I
"Say,
struggle."
a
going to let it get away from me without
together.
st,uclents
the
asked
it?"
is
"What
Fred put the mysterious telegram away in his pocket,
of Oaker, Gabbler
letters
first
the
"I've just noticelt that
intemling to do his very best to translate it into common
and Wadding, joi11tec1 by the And of Anclorrese< which folseme.
lows Oaker, is- the Stock Exchange abbreviat:ion for the
Oregon & Great Western Railroad, the main offices of which
CHAPTER V.
are in Portland, Oregon."
SOLVING THE PUZZLE.
"Where this telegram comes from," exclaimed one of thQ
·
A couple of young students hac1°the square room next to students.
"Exactly," replied .Freel, in some excitement.
his in the private house where he Ioc1ged, and that evening
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"Admitting that you are right, that does not seem to the unraveling of cryptograms and other kinds of cipher
furnish the key to the balance of the words," said one of writ4ig was a hobby of his.
the other two.
"He's. just the man I want to consult," said Fred, and
"Well, I'll bet Oregon & Great Western has something so to the Cooper Union building he went as soon as he was
through with his clay's duties.
to do with it," insisted Fred.
"Maybe so. What do you suppose that figure 2 in parenHe found the librarian at his desk.
thesis means?"
"You like to discipher hidden writing, Mr. French," he
That was a puzzle that none of them could get around. said. "Do you think you could get around this little
They worked over the telegram for another hour, and puzzle?"
The librarian studied i~ a moment or two, and then a
then the students threw up the sponge.
·
"It can't be read without the key to the puzzle," said smile broke over his features.
"Mr. William P. Smith, eh? I guess I could give you
one of them, :finally, "~nd I guess the man who ~ent it m:icl
the translation of this if I bad the time to look the matter
the man who received it are the only ones in the secret."
"Then, as I am neither one nor the other, I might as up. This seems to be the very code that I invented myself
well make up my mind that I'm out the dollar for candy," when at Columbia College, and which I haven't thought
of for years. :William Smith and I were chums. We used
sai<l Fred, with a grimace.
to
amuse ourselves writing to each other by means of a
''You are certainly the victim, and we are out the time
code
simila<r t.o this. It was a very simple arrangement,
we lost over it," replied the student.
but
utterly
unreadable to any one not in the secret 0£ its
Next morning when Fred reached the office he told HatWe worked it with Webster's Un!lbridged
construction.
tie that he guessed she had won the box of candy.
"Three of us worked over that telegra~ for .nearly two Dictionary-the old one, not the International, which had
hours, and in the end we had to give it up. We couldn't not been pr:il1tecl at that time. There is one in the reference room. I'll tell you the secret of our code, and then you
make head or tail out of it," he said.
can go in and see if you can work the thing out. If this
Hattie laughed.
'is my code, as it seems to be, you'll fetch it all right."
"Then you've given it up' £or good and all?" she asked.
Fred was tickled to death at hearing this, and listened
"Not vet. I'm going to have another shy at it before
eagerly to the explanation which Mr. French gave, as folI admit that I'm beaten. I think I've got on to the meanlows:
ing of some of the words ; at any rate, that is iny impres"Hunt up the words 0£ the message. Then in each case
sion. By the way," as an idea struck him, "I wonder if
count up to .the tenth after the word found and write down
Barlow Bros. have a railroad ma.nual in their office?"
the result. When you find a figure in parenthesis after a
"Why don't you go in and see?"
word, it means that there are more than one entry of the
Fred decided that he would.
same worcl, anc1 you are to take the one from which to
He knew that the railroad manual had a list of the offi- count. There, that's the whole thing. Isn't it simple?"
cers of i±ie different railroads in the back of the book.'
"Simple as rolling off a log," laughed Fred, "when you
He wanted to see if a man named Jordan was connected know how to do it. I hope this ·is your code, for if it is I
in such a capacity with the Oregon & Great Western.
stand some show of winnmg a bet I have with our stenogSo he went in next door and asked a clerk if they had rapher. She said I couldn't read it to save my life, and I ·
Poor's Railroad Manual.
agreed to buy her a box of candy if it stumped me. I'd like
They had, and Fred was allowed to look at it.
to win that candy just to· show her that I'm not a muttonLooking up the Oregon & Great Western, the boy found, heac1."
to his great satisfaction, that the secretary of the road was
"Well', go into the reference room a'nd try your luck,"
Edward S. Jordan.
said the librarian. "The young lady there will let you have
"K ow I'm sure that those four words in the telegram a Webster's Unabridged."
mean 0 . & G. \Y.," said Fred to himself. "That's someSo Fred \Yent into the room, got the dictionary and
thing ga.inecl, anyhow. But the question is, how am I go- brought it to a long table in the center of the room, about
ing to read the rest?"
which were gathered several people reading books belonging
Fred returned in a thoughtful mood to his own office, to that department; and then, armed with pencil and paper,
and, going to his desk, began to slit open a stack of letters he. sat down, in a state 0£ suppressed excitement, to work
that had come by the morning mail, so that Hattie could out the task he had in hand.
go through them with more speed.
The first word of the message was "theater."
At intervals during the day the young messenger thought
Checking off ten wor_cls upward he came to the word
about that puzzling telegram.
'
"the."
As sentences frequently begin with the word "the," that
.When five o'clock came around he had decided fo go up
to the Cooper Union an4 show the telegram to the librarian., looked encouraging.
who was a particular friend of his.
The second word was' "consonantness," and the tenth
· He recollected that this gentleman told him once tlia.t word above it was "consolidation."
\
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CHAPTE R VI.
He wrote that down after "the" and then studied the two
words together.
A REMARKABLE INTRUDER.
"The consolidation," he muttered; "that reads all right."
word
tenth
the
and
is,"
The third word was "anaba,
Next morning the first thing Fred did at the restau anl
above it "an."
look up the market
"The consolidation an," he read. "That isn't quite so was to get hold of a morning pape1~and
previous.
day
the
of
report
time?"
clear. I wondet if I got the right word that
He found that Oregon & Great Western was ruling at 4.8.
He found on going over it again that fie had.
be able to put the margin up on two hundred
"I'll
"Well, I'll try the fourth word, which is 'astacolite,' and
shares," he said to himself.
see how that will look attached to the others."
Then he tackled his breakfast with a first-class appetite.
The tenth word proved to be "assured."
Soon after he reached the office Hattie came in.
"The ,consolidation an assured- - Gee! I believe I'm
"Good morning, Freel," she said, with her customary
getting it all right. 'What's the next word? 'Factitiousness' Why, that must mean 'fact,'" he cried, wi~h feverish smile.
"G.ood morning, Hattie. Did you bring that dollar?"
eagerness, as he counted off the ten words.
"What dollar?" she asked, in some surprise.
It was "fact."
"The one to buy the candy with."
".What
read.
now
he
fact,"
"The 'consolidation an assnred
"The money will be ready when you show up the transrailroads,
two
of
consolidation? Why, the con olidation
of the message," she said laughingly.
lation
of course. Hurrah ! I've got it for fair."
ready to show it up now," he replied promp,tly.
"I'm
It is a standing rule at the Cooper Union that perfect
don't mean to say that you have solved it?" in
"You
silence must be maintained in the library and connecting
•
rooms, and comersation is only permitted to be carried on surprise.
say."
to
mean
do
wpat
just
"That's
in a very low undertone.
"Really.?''
Consequently, when Fred let out a yell, everybody in· the
"Yes, really: And I'm prepared to prove to you that
may
them
of
some
and
surprise,
in
him
at
looked
room
my solution is the genuine thing by explaining how the
have thought he was about to hav,e a fit.
The young woman at the desk in charge of the room cipher i worked."
"W.ell, upon my word, you're a wonderfully smart boy.
looked quite in~ignant at this a~cidrntal infraction of a
most importilnt rule, and so she considered tha it was her How did you find it out?"
"You'll never gue.ilS that," chuckled Fred.
duty to call tanfield down, which she did in no uncertain
expect you to save me that trouble by telling me."
"I
\
tones.
"Here is the translation of the cipher message. It's a
Fred apologized and promised not to do it again.
As he was a good-looking and gentlem~nly boy, he was first-plass pointer, as I thought it was."
out at the
excused, but warned that another outburst of that kind • Fred showed her the solution he had written
library.
Union
Cooper
police
would lead to his removal from the room by the
"There's been a rumor printed in the papers at different
officer in attendance at the library.
& Great
Fred was as mute as a mopstick while working out the times during the last three months that Oregon
has
which
P.,
&
N.
the
up
gobble
to
trying
was
Western
rest of the cipher, but he was a mighty excited boy.
some
for
traffic
passenger
ancl
freight
its
When he finished the job the completed translation read been cutting into
years since. Now, that telegram says that the consolidation
as follows:
fact. As soon
"The consolidation an assured fact. Buy every share 0. (meaning' N. & P., of course) is an assmed
iR bound to
\V.
Q.
&
0.
as the neWR is officially Confirmed
& G. W. you can get."
iR adSmith
l\fr.
·
"0. & G. \V., of courRe, means Oregon and Great West- rise ten or fifteen points, maybe more.
been
he's
courRe,
ern. Buy every share, eh? 'l'hat means that the consoli- vised to buy every share he can get. Of
dation, when publicly kno,;n, will make the stock boom. out on a still hunt after the stock these two days."
"Now how did you manage to read it?" asked the stenogI wonder what it's ruling at to-day? Never mind; I'll
curiously. ·
going
rapher,
I'm
do
I
as
find that out in the morning. As soon
the secret .of the private code.
explained
Fred
William
Mr.
to get in on this deal on the ground floor with
the girl said.
simple!"
fi.ow
"My,
fifty
P. Smith. Bet youdife I am. If I only had ab~ut
we run across in this world are just
puzzles
the
of
"Half
thousand dollars now, perhaps I wouldn't make a fine haul.
"but before one can · read them he's
;
replied
he
Well, I'll have to do the best I can with my little one thou- as simple,"
sand. I ought to be able to double my money, at any rate. got to fincl the key."
"How clic1 you find it?"
That will be something. I'm out for the dollars, all right,
"Maybe I'll tell you one of these days."
and I'm going to get a go.od-sized wad just as quick as
"Why not now? I'm just dying h know."
I can."
"If I was to tell you, you'd know as much about it as
With that comforting reflection, Fred left the Cooper
I do," laughed Fred .
Union and went to dinner.
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"Aren't you mean? Coine now," coaxingly, "tell me
how you got around it."
The entrance of Mr. Dhiswell gave the boy an excuse for
not telling her how he got on to the secret of the cipher-at
that time, at least.
• to the printer's, on Nassau Street,
At noon Fred was sent
and he availe.d himself of 'the opportunity to drop into the
little bank and b11y two hundred shares of 0. & G. W., which
he got at 48 on a margin of ten per. cent.
'
"I wonder if Mr. Sherwood would give me something for
the use of J;his tip-say a percentage 'o n what he might
make? I've a great :r,nind to call at his house this evening
and speak to him about it. The moro· T can make off this
pointer the better I'll be off in the end. I wish I had some
more money to put into it."
.
·
.Freel did call that night at the npartrncnt house near
Central Pa11k, where the Shcrwoods livccl, and he had a vcTy
satisfactory interview with 1\fr. Slicrwootl.
After lrn showed that gentleman the original cipher telegram, then the translation, ancl cxplninr<l how he had read
it, Mr. Sherwood i;came quite rntlrnsiastic on the subject
of 0 . & G. W.
He declared his readiness to go l;is limit ·on it, and told
F red that he should.have twenty per cent. Qfl1is proflt~.
"That suits me all right, sir, if you wish to give me so
much."
·
"I'll be glad to do it,, Stanfield. I owe you a debt of
gratitude that I never can pay. In fact, I shouldn't be
treating you any too well if I gave you a full half of whatever I might make on a deal in 0. & G. W."
" I should have beeh satisfied with five ~r cent. of your
winnings. I have put up all .the cash I had on it'---One
thousand dollars- and I hope to double that amount, 9r
even do better."
Mr. Sherwood bought· one thousand shares of the stock
next day at 48k, and one thousand shares on the following
day at 49i- both on a ten per cent. margin.
. By the end o·f the week 0. & G. W. was ruling at 51.
J1he Sunday morning's papers published the report that
the N. & P.. had been acquired and consolidated with the
O. ~G.

Langhorne scowled at the boy, as the sight of him was
a disagreeable sensation, and continued on his way.
."Graciol1s !" breathed Fred. "He doesn't like me even
a little bit Funny that he should take such a grouch ·
aguinst me for no reason at all. Well, his attitude doesn't
bother me ariy now. I'm out of Osgood's, and he can't
knock me any more."
.
When Freel go\ back to the office ho found Hattie alone
jn the reception-room, the la.st customer having departed.
She was making up her cash account for the day, for
she was not only the office stenographer, but bookkeeper and
cashier as well.
She 11·as a smart worker, however, and generally managed
to get all hcT work done by five o'clock.
On iliis occa.'lion she was a little behind hand, and was
lrnrrying to catch u1J.
As Freel had nothing particular to do himself he offered
id help her out in any way he could.
Rhe put hi~ to work casting up several long columns of
fig-nres.
JTc w:is engaged at this job when Hattie started across
tl1c room lo ihe safe with the cash drawer in her hand.
A. i:;he was passing near a big closet in which Mu:: Chiswril kept a. staci, of mining reports, unused circulars an\].
other pl'intcu matter, as well a,q a miscellaneous assortment
oi sl:1iione;·y, her alert car caught a suspicious sound behind tl1c closed door.
f
"D red," she cried, tm;ning to the yo~ng messenger, who
was stanc1ing beside her tall desk, "I believe there's somebody in that closet."
· - .
""I guess you're a/earning, Hattie," the boy r eplied, with
an incredulous laugh.
"No, indeed, I'm not. I heard a peculiar nojse in that
closet. vyon't you please look and see?"
"Snre," replied . Stanfield, good-naturedly.
As Mr. Ohiswell entered the room from his private office,
Fred advanced to the closet and threw the door wide open.
A weird-looking, black-haired giant o:f a, man stalked

..

forth.
Hattie shrieked, dropped the ca.sh drawer, and fainted'. .

W.

This caused considerable interest to center around the
stack on Monday morning when the Exchange opened for
business, although the news was not confirmed, and considerable buying caused "the price to advance in a short time
·to 53.
The general impression prevailed in Wall Street that the
deal in question ~1ad been ~ecretiy consummated, and a
great number of .brokers went around hunting for shares
of 0. <,~ G. W.
On the top
all this the general tone of the market was
bullish, and no surprise was expressed when th~ Western
r oad went as high as 57 before. the Exchange closed ior
the day.
'
That afternoon Fred ran across Julius Langhoi·ne, cashier of his late employer, William Osgood, for the first time
since he quit Osgood's office.

.
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CHAPTER VII.
TFIE MAN FRO:M: THE WEST.

"Wha.t does this mean?" exclaimed Mr. Chiswell. "Who
are you, sir, and why were you hiding inside my closet?"
The gigantic intruder, who held his hat in his hand,
looked white and ghastly.
He stared at the mine broker, but never answered b,y so
'much as a word.
His matted black hair fell over his shoulders, while his
dark beard looked grizzly and uncombed ..
Although there was nothing fierce . br sinister about his
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~ountenance, still, his .general l~oks .were ~o ?rotesqu~ that

I . "Xary cent,

tho.ugh I ..had a tidy roll when I reached the
city two days ago."
"What happened to your money? Did you lose it?"
Fred hastily got a glass qf water, and dashing it into
"I was robbe8. somewher~ uptown."
Hattie's face soon brought her back to her senses.
"Robbed?"
She covered 11.er face with her hands and shuddered as
"Lost everything-cash, watch and diamond ring."
her eyes once ·more fell on the forbidding figure as he stood
·when he mentioned a diamond ring Fred looked wonderswaying back and forth near the door, paying no attention
ingly at him, for he did not look like a man who could sport
whatever tot e questions fired at him by Mr. Chiswell.
"Fred," cried the broker at last, losing his patience, "run such an article.
His clothes, which were well worn and .hung loosely on
out and get an officer."
"Yes, sir; but I think you ought to telephone for an his limbs, were not of a very prime quality, ~hile his shirt
~mbulance. This man looks as if he was suffering from was a woolen one, such as is often worn by a common'.
illness. In fact, sir, he seems to me like a man who was laborer.
He wore no vest, while his trousers were supported by a
half-starved."
The stranger's gaunt face appeared to back up the boy's leather belt.
words, and so did the deeply sunken eyes, that seemed to
"Look here, my man," put in the broker, "now that you
look at 'Fred in an appealing way that touched a sympa- can speak, perhaps you'll explain how you got into the
thetic chord in his breast.
closet in this room. What was your object in hiding there?"
"Here, sit down," he said, pushing a. chair to·ward the
The stranger shook his head.
stranger.
"I don't know how I got there,'' he said.
The man sank into it and seemed almost to collapse.
"You don't know how you got there?" exclaimed Mr.
Fred, satisfied that there was. something decidedly wrong Chiswell, incredulouslv.
•
.
with him, ran and brought him a drink of water.
The man shook his head dismally. •
He drank a.little of it, and then would have dropped the
"No more than the man in the moon," he said in a puzglass if th~ boy had not caught it out of his hand.
' •
zled kind of way that seemed to be genuine.
"I thin.;( e ought to have a stimulant of"some kind,"
"What brought you into th~ building?" asked the broker.
said Freel
"I was looking for a man named Chiswell, who has an
"I'll, tolephone for an ambulance," said the broker, reoffice--"
treating io his private room.
"Chiswell? Well, that's my name. What do you want
"Are you afraid to remain here in the same room with
me?"
with
this man while I run dowm;tairs to the cafe and get a glass
"You're a mining broker, and represent the Great Exof branc1v ?" Fred asked Haittie. "He doesn't look to me
pectations Mining & Milling Company in this part of the
as if he ~mild lrnrl a JJ.y in p.\s present condition."
"I'm noi afraia now," Hattie answered. "Mr. Chiswell co1mtry, don't you?"
"Yes."
iR near, anyway."
"l\fy nan* is Anrlrew Bailey. I am the prospector who
the
to
Ro Freel ran to the elevator, w::is carried q11ickly
the outcroppings of ore on the Great Expectacliscovrred
haRement, where there waR a cafc, and in a short space of
·
property."
tions
time he returned with a gJasR half full of fine brandy.
Ohiswell, impatiently. "You have
Mr.
replied
"Well?"
"There, drink that," he said to the uncanny-looking inthat I ani aware o:f."
company
ihc
witl1'
connection
no
il}11c1er. "It's brandy. It will p11ll you togei.ber."
rights by--"
my
of
out
swincllec1
was
I
"No.
·. Th<> man seemed to r,ccognize the smell of the liquor
such recan't listen
"I
broker.
the
sa.ic1
!"
tut
"'rut,
qnicke1 than he ~ppeared to unc1erstanc11.be boy''1 words.
co:tnpa~myself.
the
with
cg,nnection
no
have
I
Rir.
mark~,
He !leizec1 the glass with both hnncls, raised it to his
I simply promote the ;;;ale of the Rtoek in the East here. If
ashen lips, and drained it off, strong a..q it wa..<\, at a gulp.
Then he drew a long breath, and a :flush of color came vou came herr to tell me the story of your personal griev;nccs I mnst tell vou that J have no time to listen to you."
inio his eacl aV<'i'vus checks.
"Tt isn't, that. "1 i·ant to have talk with you about a.ii
"l\fnch obligea, young man," he said in a grateful tone
important matter. I cnrne East for that purpose, but, as
to Freel . "That went to the right spot."
"l've sent for an an1bulance to take you to the hospital," I got cleaned out of everything I had, I'd like to bor- ·
said :Mr. Chi.swell, who had' come back from his private row--"
"I have no money to loan, my man," replied the broker,
room.
"You've come to the wrong shop !or that. If
sharply.
"I don't wwt to go to any hospital. What I want is
want to see me about, you'd better go now.
you
all
that's
something to eat. I'm ab.o ut starved, and I haven't had
It's after five, and we're going to close up for the day.
any sleep these' .two nights."
"H::iven't fOU any money to go to a restaurant and pay Fred, show this man out," and Mr. Chiswell turned on his
for a: lodging?'; asked Fred, feeling sorry f~r the gaunt- heel and entered his private office, shutting the door after '-'\•
him .
looking stranger.

it \raS no wonder the girl had .fa.mted a.t the sight of lmn.
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The stranger stared blankly after him and then looked
helplessly at the boy.
"I upposc I've got to go," he said; but I don't know
. where I can go without a cent t~"
"Here's a dollar, ~Jr. Bailey " said Freel, who sympathizerl with the stranger. "Come with me. I'll ,teer you
to a restaurant where you can get a ~quare meal, and then
I'll show you where you can get lodgings for fifteen cents
a night.'
"I don't want to rob .vou, young· man," repliC'd the man,
who at that moment would have been looked upon as a great
acquisitirm by a Roll'cry museum proprietor. "I need monC'y
bad l'llough, Heaven knows, but it ain't you that ought
to girn it. It is Chii;well, who ought to have loads of it.
\rC'll, in turning me down he's turned down a good thing.
I wa:; iroing to--but it doesn't matter. Well, young man,
I'll borrow that dollar of yo11, and when the tide turn you
shall haYc a hundred back for it. You've a good heart and
det'ene it."
"Do you want me to show you to a restaurant in the
neighborhood. Yot• look as if a good meal would do you
good.''
"I need it bad enough: but I must have another drink
first. I neYer remember being S-O weak on my pin~ before."
Fred thought the stranger would topple over several times
as he lecl him to the clerntor.
.\ they reached the sidewalk the ambulance from the
Chambers StrC'ct Hospital drove up, and a slight, acti\'e
young doctor alighted and started to enter the building,
when FrC'd stopped him.
"I gues11 you're not wanted now," he said. "Mr. Chi , well, on the Rixth floor, 'phoned for you to take this man
away, ns he appeared to be a pretty sick man: but it seems
to be food that he wants, not medical treatment., and I'm
ta~illg him to a restaurant."
The young doctor looked at the giant critieally, eized
his pulse and felt of it, asked him to show his tongue,
while a crowd began to gather about them, attracted by the
slrangrr'H height and singular appearanre.
.
'"!'hat's right," said the doctor. "The man is half
slane<l. RC' careful about \\hen he eats at fir:it. Let him
have a plate of good broth. Xothing very solid for an hour
or two after that, then prohably hi. stomach will get into
hape to stanrl a reg ar meal."
"All right,'' replied Fred.
The young doctor boarded the ambulance, which immediately clroYe off, while Fred led his charge toward William
Street, nnd then up that street, followed by the curious
gaze of e\·ery one they met.

Ile orened the door anrl walked inside, and Fre<l hacl to
follow or remain outside, which be did not care to do.
The tall Westerner stalked up to the bar and ordered a
drink.
Thr barkeeper handed him a glass and the bottle.
Ile filled out a 1:1liff portion and drank it down as if it
was so much water.
"Ah, that'll give me an appetite," he said, handing the
barkeeper the dollar bill Fred had given him and pocketing
the change. "Young man," to his young conductor, "what
is your name?"
"Frecl tanfield."
''Well, I'm glad to know you. You're acting the goocl
Samaritan to me, an<l I am not going to forget it. Perhaps
you think from my looki; that I'm a hard ease. and that
I'll neYer be ahle to repay you; but that's where you would
be wrong," clapping Freel on the shoulder. "You mustn't
judge a book by its cover."
The man from the Wcd chuckled, as if he aw something
fun'lrv in his remark.
arm not expecting to be repaid, Mr. Bailey," replied
Fred. "It i n't costing me much to do you a good turn.
You are eYidently in hard luck. You've been robbed, you
say, of eYcry ~mt you had, and haven't the price of food
or lodging. If you left the Barn11m Building alone in your
condition you'd either haYe fallen down in the street ,omewhere, and maybe been run over, or you'd have run the
chance of being pulled in by a COJ? and jailed till morning,
"'hen a magi:trate would haYe sent you to the island. I'm
willing to help you out to the extent of paying for a week's
board and lodging for you, so as to give you a chance to do
something for yourself."
"lOU 're willing to do that for a perfect stranger, after
you saw how your boss, Mr. Chit-<well, turned me down when
I starlrd to ask him for a loan? You ha'n't lose anything
by it. not by a jugful. What Mr. Chiswell lost you shall
gain in a memmre."
"\Vhat do you mccin ?'' asked Fre<l. in some surprise.
ew•r mind. You shall hear by and by. I've nC'ver
gone baGk on a comrade in my life, and you are proving
your. elf a good fricn<l to me. i ·ow lets trot along and
find a re tauranL I think I can cat a square .meal now."
AR thev f'ontinuerl on up William , tree!, Mr. Bailey
asl<ed l•'rcd where he livrd. ancl was a bit surpri~cd to learn
that the boy was out on ihe world and hoeing his own way
in the big city.
Finally they came to a cheap re taurant, anrl both ntcred
and took seats at one of the tables.
The appearance of the tall man from the West, who
greatly re~embled a human exclamation point, created
something of a sensation among the dozen-odd people in
CHAPTER VIII.
the restaurant who were eating their supper.
FRED LEARNS SOMETHING ABOUT THE dnEAT EXPECTATIONS
E\'erybody, from the short, fa,t German proprietor, who
MINING CO}.fPANY.
would have required a stepladder to have reached ::\1 r.
"I r.n1st go in here and have a drink," said ~fr. Bailey, Bailey's ear, down to the two waiters of the establi~hment,
as t lie:v rame abrea t of a corner saloon. "My stomach is regarded the ~aunt-looking giant with undi !:rnised interC'~t.
all :'one nnd it need a bracer."
".:\Jein himmel !'' exclaimed the boss of the restaurant .
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"Yot kind oi muns shall dis peon, anyvay? It vill took
more a:; zwei squa.re meals to fill him up, I ped y~u."
Freel look up the I.rill of fore as a waiter approached with
two glasses of waler.
" You can bring us some vegetable soup," he ordered.
" That chap looks like an animated lighthouse," remarked
ihe waitf?r to his companion when he ca'lTied the order back
to the window.
"He belongs to a Bowery museum, I guess," replied the
other, with a grin.
"Or a penny arcade," interjected the first speaker.
The soup was brought, and Mr. Bailey disposed of his
plateful in no time a.t all.
"Have another plate," suggested Fred.
"Well, I don't care if I do," replied the Westerner.
"That tasted good."
So a second plate was brought a.nd as quickly devoured
as the first.
"What's next on the bill-of-fa.re?" asked the giant,
smacking his lips.
"I don't think you •ought to eat any more for a while,"
replied Fred.
"Why not?" asked his companion, in surprise.
"Well, you heard what the ambulance surgeon said-not
to take anything solid for an hour or two after the soup."
"Oh, that's all right," replied the giant. "I'm feeling
pretty good again. That plate of soup made a new man of
me. This isn't the first time in my life that T've been halfstarved. I've lived on half a cracker for three days out in
the Mexican wilds, but it seems to be different here in New
York. Whether it's the air, or what' it is, I can't say. Maybe it was the knock-out drops I was treated to the other
night that did my insides up. Whatever it was, I never felt
so done up in all .my experience. I'm going to have a plate
of Irish stew."
He insisted on ordering it, so Freel had nothing more to
say.
Before they finished supper the restaurant was clear of
~ther customers.
·
The fat proprietor waddled down and paused in front
of their table.
"Vell, mein .frienc1t," he said to Mr. Bailey, uf you like
clot stew, deir peen more in der kitchens already yet. You
don't found somevheres else such stew like dot. • Mein cook
vos cl er best in cl er business, I peel you."
"It's a fine stew," admitted the giant, regarding the fat
restaurant man with a twinkle in his eye. "You eat this
stew yourself, I suppose?"
"I ped you I eat him. Perhaps I don'd look healthyno? Uf you eat two or dree plates of dot stew yourseluf
you fill oud your clothes already, soon."
"I'll take anothei: plateful, then."
"Villum," cried the proprietor, "pring de shendlemans
anudder plates uf der stew, und fill id up."
Mr. Bailey finished his second plate of stew with infinite
relish, and declared that he was feeling int rate.
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When Fred went to the desk to pay the bill the German
proprietor sa.id to him :
"Dot man he vos a dime museum freal{, ajn'd it?"
"No," replied the young office boy, "nothing of the kind.
He is merely an uncommonly tall man, that't; all. He can't
help that."
"So-o. I haf seen vurse as him in der museums. He
vould got a shob purty quick, I ped you."
Fred walked up to Park Row with Mr. Bailey, crossed
City Hall Park and boarded a Broadway uptown car.
Everybody looked at the Western giant with great interest.
At Bleecker Street they got off, and Fretl guided his companion to the :Mills House No. 1, as the most re~pectable
cheap lodging-house that he knew of.
Mr. Bailey registered and the boy paid his room rent for
a week in advance.
"I sha'n't forget what you've done for me, Stanfield,"
said the Westerner, as Fred handed him a two-dollar bill
to pay for his eating for a few days. "Come in here and
sit down a while," indicating the reading-room. "I want
to tal)! with you."
They took chairs in a corner by themselves.
"I've been a mining prospector for a good part of my
life," began Mr. Bailey, as he settled himself in a chair,
"and I've been worth a lot of money at different times,
but somehow or another I never could keep it. Then I've
been cheated out of my rights time and again, until I've
very little confidence in any one, especially those rascally
promoters out West. As you're working for Horace Chiswell, you know something about the Great -Expectations
Mine."
1
· "I can't say that I know much about it," replied Fred.
"I've read the circulars that we mail to those who answer
our advertisements, and I've read the advertisements, too.
If there's any truth in the printed matter put oui;, by the
office, Great Expectations is the greatest gold and silver
discovery of the century."
The Western giant chuckled audibly.
"You mustn't believe all ~u sec printed about mining
properties, my lail," he said. "There's about as much real
truth in the advertising matter of tho ·majority of new
mines as there is in the average circus poster-in fact, the
circus poster is the more honest in its statements of the
two."
"The Great Expe~tations advertisement certa.inly does
promise a ~eat ultimate profit to its stockholders," said
Freel. "What do you know about the mine? I think I
heard you say that you discovered the outcroppings of ore
on the property."
"I did. I made the original discovery of ore on that
I
property."
"Then it is a good thing."
"Look here, my lad, can I trust you to keep your mouth
shut, especially from Mr. Chiswell, your boss? You look
like a boy that one can depend on. I'd like to give you my
~
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"I am glad to hear it."
"Why? Did you invest any of your wages in the stock
when lt was low?"
"No. But a gentleman, whose little daughter's li£e I
saved, and for whom I have considerable respect, is secretary of this company, with [t.n office in the Bowling Green
1
.
•
Building."
''The Bonanza Mine is all right. It was discovered in a
remarkable way. .An Indian in pursuit of an antelope was
climbing the steep slope 0£ a hill and seized a bllilh to help
him up. · The bush gave way, and revealed beneath the
"
roots rocks whi'ch proved to be almost pure silver."
"You don't say!"
"That isn't the only incident 0£ its kind. One of the
richest mines to-day of the Antilles was the outcome of a
rabbit chase. An Indian was hunting rabbits one day, when
one of them was chased by his dog into a hole in the hillside. The Indian started to dig the rabbit out, but before
he had removed half a dozen spadefuls of earth he £ound
to his surprise that he was literally shoveling silver."
"Mr. Chiswell's circulars say that. the mines of Mexico
are the richest in the world. They further say that the
zone of New Mexico and old Mexico encloses a silver-tiearing field that is unsurpassed in riches, and that the Great
IX.
CHAPTER
Expe,ctations Mine is right in the very center of the zone."
''Those statements are true enough, hut you must unTHE LOST SPANISH MINE.
derstand that every foot of that ground does not cover a
Fred Stanfield was astonished at Mr. Bailey's statement, silver lode. Now I am going to tell you something that
will 'interest you. After getting the throw-down from the
which he made no bones about expressing.
promoters who took possession of the ground I had pros"A first-class fraud!" he repeated.
pectecl with appaTent, ~hough not Teal, success, which is
The giant Westerner nodded.
now known as the Great Expectations property, I went out.
"Are you sure of that?" asked Fred, incredulously.
into the wilds to try my luck again. This time I met with
His companion nodded again.
"And do you suppose that Mr. Chiswell knows. it is a the succei::s of my life. I found a real lost J:>ona.: nza-a mine
that hac1 no doubt been worked by the early Spaniards of
fraud?"
Mexico."
Mr. Bailey shrugged his shoulders.
"You did!" exclaimed Fred. "You found such a mine
"Great Expectations isn't the first mining r1up9sition he
recently?"
his
of
know
not
does
probably
has handled," he said. "He
"I clid."
own certain knowledge that the mine is a worthless pros"And yet you are pennjle.ss this moment in the city of
pect, but he cannot hut have some idea that it isn't the wonclerful discovery claimed for it. He receives a commission New York."
of forty per cent. for promo Ling the sale of the stock in the . "Unfortunately that is too true. But you must rememEast, and the company also pays ·a very large proportion of ber ·that I was not penniles;; when I reached New York.
):our light-fingered people here relieved me of nearly one
the advertising bills."
Fred was learning a few things about the ·mining busi- thousand dCJ'.llars which I expected to use to pay my way."
''How did you find this mine?" asked Fred, in a tone of
ness of which heretofore he had been in ignora.nce."If the mine is a :first-class fraud, as you assert," he deep interest.
"One day, while following a blind trail which led into
said, "where will the h1mclrecls of people come in whg have
mesa--" •
the
they
stock
the
for
share
a
cents
twenty
to
five
from
paid
"What is a mesa?"
·
. have bought?"
"An elevated table-land, especially one lying alongside ·
"They will have the same experience that thousa.nds of
a mountain," explained Mr. Bailey.
of
dearly-in
other credulous persons bave b011ght--,-ancl some
replied Fred. "Go on."
"Oh,"
similar propositions that have been launched with flying
"While following the trail in question," continued the
colors, only to fizzle out in the end."
''Gee! That's fierce!" said :B'red. "Do you know whether Westerner, "I c1iscove1·ed behind a vast growth o:f cactus
a chimp pile. , I knew from that that I was in the immediate
the Bonanza Mine of New Mexico is a fraud, too?"
neighborhood of an abandoned mine. Pursuing that lead,
"No. That mine is a genuine producer."

confidence, but whatever· I say to you must go no further.
Have I your promise?':
"Yes, sir. I promise I won't mention a word you may
tell me/'
('Very well, then. The ore which I discovered on that
ground, and which I thought to be the outcroppings 0£ a
rich lode, has proved to be but a narrow vein of inferior
metal, that will never pay to work. I am glad 0£ it, £or the
men who formed the company, and are now pushing the
stock on the market, are a set of r~cals who· broke faith
with me from the start, thinking they had secured a bonanza. I was to have had ~ quarter interest in the company, but I was hqncoed out 0£ it by a bit 0£ sharp practice;
and now the scoundrels-for they deserve the name-are
trying to .fleece the public by offering a gold brick at instalment rates."
"Then you mean to say that the Great Expectations Mining & Milling Company is--"
"A first-class fraud," said the man from the West, with
a decisive nod.
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I found the actual enthnce to an old mine, bui it was all
walled up with rubbish and cement. Fortunately I had
money enough to file my claim to the ground. I retnrnetl
to the mine with suitable tools and a couple of donkeys with
paniers. I carried away ore of such richness that the nearest smelter paid me eighteen hunrlrcd dollai:s for it."
"Apd what did you do n'e xt ?"
"My past experience with the promoters o.f the West
made me shy of having any more dealings with them, so I
packed my grip and came East 1.o interest some capitalists
in the mine and thus help me to become a millionaire. I
intenrlcd to have a talk with Mr. Ilorace Cbiswell, thinkil'1g
that he might be ihe man 1.o ass.iRt me. But after the way
he treated me in his office, into which I had wandered i~
a c1azc.c1 slate, I shall have nothing more to do with him.
He has probably los~ the chance ol' his li:fc of getting into
n genuinely good thing on the ground floor. So you ;ee,
young man, though at thiR moment I am dependent on
your bounty for food ancl a roof to cover me, T am really
a kind of Monte Cristo in disguise."
"Good gracious !" exclaimed the boy, amazed at this revelation.
"The intrinsic value of the help you have given me, Stanfield, may not he much, hut I clo not weigh it in dollars and
cents. I accept 1.he motive, anc1 that is worth more than
gold and silver. Young man, you have, in befriending me
this day, done the luckiest act of your life>. You will fincl
me as gmtefnl as ~ou could desire, for I mean to make you
a rich boy-the richest, perhaps, in Wall Street."
Freel stared at the gannt-looking giant as if he thought
he must be dreaming, or that his companion had slipped a
cog in his mental make-up.
"You seem incredulous," added the Westerner. "Well,
I don't blame you. It does sound like a dream, my discovery of a fabulously rich mine-very like the glowing ac1·vertiscments of Great Expectations and other mines of like
character. Nevertheless, what I have told you is the square
and honPst truth. I mean to start a company to work that
old Spanish mine, and to those who will take hold and help
me in a trustworthy way I offer a fortune, for there is silver
enough in that mine to make a hm~clred millionaires, perhaps more."
"And how are you going to start this company?"

"I want to associate myself with one man, at any rate,

"To-rnormw evening.. I will call here for you and take
you 1.o his aparlmenis uptown."
"That 1vill suit me. I have the documents in this belt
around my waist that will prove my ownership of the proprrty where ihe lost Spanish mine is located. He will have
to take my worc1 :for the rest until I take him to Mexico
arnl show him the actual proof of my stalements about the
existence ol' 1.he mine and its extreme richness."
"I will send l\fr. Sher1Yood word by mail that he may
expect us 1.o-morrow ~ight,'~ said Freel.
"Very well. When the company shall have been formed
I will see to it that at least one thousand shares of the
stoU: is made over to you, Stanfield. The dividends on
that ought to make you independent for life."
"Thank you, l\fr. Bailey, for your kind intentions. I
shall not rel'use the stock when I see it coming my way.
I am out for the dollars, and I am not letting any of them
get away from me if I can help iL"
"You'll never maJrn them quicker than you will through
this lost and refoum1 old Spanish mine. This is doubtless
one of the famous treasure vaults that the Spaniards were
forced to abandon, as a consequence of the atrocities practiced on the Indians. I should not be surprised if the mine
I have rediscovered was the famous Tarasca."
"The famous Tarasca !" said Fred. "What mine was
that?"
"One that was extensively worked by various Spaniards
and later acquired for the crown of Spain. It was worked
unlil the time of the French inte;vention in Mexico, when
ihe shafts and tunnel£ are saicl to have been concealed by
the administrator, Don Juan Moreno, an imperialist, who
was forced to seek safety in flight. After the restoration
many attempts were made to find the mine, but all have
failed, It would be funny if I ha<l. hit the nail on the
head."
That evening Fred went to his room in Harlem with his
head fairly buzzing over the fabulous silver mine discovered and' owned by the Western giant whose acquaintance he
had made under such curious circumstances.
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CHAPTER X. t

THE WESTERN GIANT CALLS ON FRED'S FRIEND, MR. SHERWOO:Q.

who is thoroughly 11onest and who is well acquainted with
the business end of the proposition."
When Fred awoke' in the morning almost his first thought
"'l'hen why not see Mr. Sherwood, the secretary of the was about the giant Westerner and his silver mine.
Lost Bonanza?"
·
"Seems just as if I had dreamed it all," he said to him"The man whose da.ughter you saved?"
self. "Gee! but he's a tall man. :Thfw;t be nearly seven feet
"Yes, sir. I have found him to be f1Very inch a gentle- high. I'll bet everybody thought he belonged to some muman. I believe him to be honest and conscientious, since seum. If he was shaved anc1 hac1 a decent suit on he'd look
there is no doubt that the mine he is connected with is a fine-that is, after he'd filled out those lantern jaws of
square one, as you say it is."
his."
"Will you introduce me to him.
But, notwithstanding the unusual experience he had
"I will."
been through the evening before, Fred did not forget about
"When can you do so?"
his 0. & G. W. investment.
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He was expecting to see · the news of the consolidation
confirmed at any hour now, and be knew that in that event
the shares would go up at once. ·
The morning papers spoke about the activity in 0. &
G. W., which was due, they said, to the rumors of th~ absorption of the rival road, geiierally believed to be true,
though not publicly announced.
WhfJn Fred got to the office he went through the two
Wali Street dailies that '1\fr. Chiswell subscribed for in
search of more information on the .subject, but he found
nothing that would throw additional light on the consolidation matter.
In a little wllile Hattie came in.
She wanted to know right off what :further experience
Fred had had with the Western giant.
"My goodness,!" she exclajmed. "He was the tallest and
spookiest-looking man I ever saw in my life. I was nearly
,frightened out of ~y sepses when he walked right out of
that closet."
"yOU fainted, all right. You needn •t have been afraid
of him. He's all right. I had a long talk with him last
night, and I consider him all right."
"I can't imagine.bow he got in that closet without any
of us noticing him. Whv,
he' would attract attention Iany•
where."
"He attracted lots of it last night while I was with him.
The people in the street all turned to look at him just as
if he ·was a stray museum freak. When he took a seat at
a table in the restaurant he looked as tall as a. lighthouse.
Then he had to bend away down to get into the Broadway
ca.r--"
.
"Did you actually go in a Broadway car with him?"
"Sure I did. I took 11im up to the Mills House on
Bleecker street. Did you think I was going to steer him
to a Bowery lodging-h~use r"
.
"I thought you only intended to take him to a restaurant."
• "He needed a place to sleep as well as something. to eat."
"Did he say how he came to get into that closet?"
"He doesn't know. You see, he was drugged and robbed
of everything he had--"
"Was he?" she·eiflaimed, in some astonishment.
"Yes. That isn't an unusual experience for strangers,
especially these free-and-easy chaps from the wild and
woolly West. He didn't t~l me the particll}ars, but I suppose a couple- of well-dTessed crooks got him in tow, persuaded him to see•the sights, and then did him up. The
knock-out drops he took knocked him silly, no doubt. Probably he was treated to an_ extra .big dose on account of his
side. When he came down to Wall Street looking for Mr.
Chiswell he was still half-dazed, or he wouldn't have walked
into that closet by mfstake. You must have been out of
this room' when he came in, and he blindly entered the
closet. That's the only way I can account for his presence
there."
"Diel you find out what he wanted 'vith Mi:. Chiswell ?"
16
Yes. He had some business with him·"

"About ihe Great Expectalions Mining and Milling
Company?"
"No. About something else. Being strapped-that :i's,
busted-he wanted to get a small loan, first of aJl, 'to carry
him over his stay in New York." .
"Mr. Chiswell isn't lending money to strangers."
"Mr. Chiswell might do worse than that. Mr. Bailey :s
an honest man and would have made it all r!ght with him."
"How can you tell that?" asked the stenographer, m
some surprise.
"I am only saying what I think."
"Did you lend him any more than tha.t doll:u- ?"
"I did. I gave him a two-doUa.r bill and paid a dollar
and a half for a week's room hire for him."
"You did? You must iia.ve money to throw away."
"I think I've made a good investment.'i
"For my part, I think you're an easy mark. I am surprised, for I did n.ot think you were as foolish as all that." ·
"All right, Hattie. Time will tell whether I'm as foolish
as you think. At any rate, I can afford the money, for I'm
eighteen hundred dollars ahead on my 0. & G. W. deal,
and I expect to make twice as much yet out of it before
I'm done."
"I hope you will, Fred.''
The appearance of Mr. Chisw~ll put an end to the conversation, and the boy went back to his desk.
About noon that clay Freel carried the copy of another
big advertisement intended for insertion in the Sunday
papers to a well-known advertising agent on West Broadway.
This advertisement announced the Tise of Great Expectations stock to thirty cents a share, anc1 preclicted a still further rise in the near future.
The public was advised to secure the stoak while it was
as low as thirty cents, for the advertisement said tlia.t it
never would be at that figure again.
The prospects were that the mine would shortly enter
the lists of dividend-payers, and when it did its rise would
be rapid, and.the stock left unsold would probably be withdrawn from the market, in which case all persons wanting
to secure some of it would have to bid high for it.
All the foregoing, and very much more to the same effect,
was·incorporated in the new advertisement.
'
l\fore circulars were issued and mailed to those who had
inquired about the mine~ but ha.d not , bought any stock,
telling them how sorry Mr. Chiswell was that they had
neglected the opportunity to purchase when the shares could
be got for twenty cents, ancl advising them fo buy now at
thirty before it went still higher.
Fred read this circular, as he had all the others, and he
felt sorry for anybody that nibbled at the bait offered.
He believed that Mr. Bailey had told the exact truth
when he said that the Great Expectations Mining and Milling Company or Chihuahua was a first-class swindle.
He wondered if ~r. Sherwood knew that, too.
/
H~ was very glad, indeed, to know that the Bonanza Mine
was not to ~e classed with Great Expectations.
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He had taken ~ great fancy to MT. Sherwood and his
family, and it was a satisfaction to feel that that gentleman
was not engaged in fleeciug the public like his boss appeared
to be.
FTed began to wish that he was working for a responsible
brokeT again, and not a I'nining promoter, notwithstanding
that his pay was unusually good for the position he held.
When he came back from his errand to the advertising
man Fred had a chance to look at the ticker tape, and found
to his satisfaction that 0. & G. W. had gone up four points
since the Exchange opened, for it was now selling at 61.
Clearly it was the general opinion on the Street that the
consolidation was a positive fact.
That afternoon the stock closed at 62.
Fred had sent a special message to Mr. Sherwood that
he was going to call that night with a prospector from the
West.
He told the gentleman that Mr. Bailey was rather a remarkable-looking man in many ways, but he believed he was
perfectly reliable.
After supper Fred called at the Mills Hotel and found
the Western giant waiting fo r him. in the reading-room.
They took the Sixth Avenue elevated at the Bleecker
Street station and got out at Fiftieth Street and Sixth
Avenue.
From that point to the swell apartment houseewhere Mr.
Sherwood and his family lived was but a short 'walk.
The hallboy's eyes bulged whep. he saw the big man whose
head brushed the roof of the elevator cage that carried them
up to the fifth floor.
Mr. Sherwood himself, who opened the door into his private hall, was rather surprised, too, in spite of the fact that
he expected to see a man•something out of the ordinary,
from Fred's description.
The visitors were invited in, and, after Fred had introduced his companion, Mr. Bailey lost no time in getting
down to business.
He told his remarkable story in detail, but it was easy
to see that the secretary of the Bonanza Mine was somewhat
incredulous, even after Mr. Bailey showed him the documents from the Mexican Government which gave him the
right to the property in question.
"The proof of the pudding is in the eating," said the
big man, energetically. "If you can make arrangements
to accompany me to Mexico I will show you the actual rich, ness of the mine itself. I assure you that it is exactly as
I have told you."
Mr. Sherwood replied that he did not see bow he could
..
get away from New Yoxk for the present.
"It won't take you over two weeks, all told, :Mr. Sherwood, and I will take out enough silver ore while you are
on the ground to pay your expenses twice over and put me
on my feet again."
Mr. Sherwood said that he would take the matter lincler
consideration.
Then Mr. Bailey outlined his plan for forming a company and working the mine.

"I want an honest man in with me this time. The article
seems to be pretty scarce in the mining world, but our
young friend here assure~ me tha.t you a.re a square man
from your head down, and I am willing to take his word
for it."
"I am sure I am very much obliged to Stanfield for his
good opinion of me," replied Mr. 8herwood, with a smile.
" A man's beit capital in this world is a good name.''
' " I guess that's right," Wliwered the Westerner; "but
still you have to have the money if you want to get along."
It was arrang&d that Mr. Sherwood would communica.te
with l\1r. Bailey in a day or two, and in a little while he
and Fred took their d~pa.rture.

CHAPTER XI.
FRED ASTONISHES BILLY BROWN.

Next morning 0. & G. W. opened at a fraction above 62
when business was resumed at the Exchange.
It had gone up to 63 when the chairman of the Exchange
made the official announcement of the consolidation.
Immediately there was a scramble among the brokers who
had been holding off to get some of the shares, which everybody Rnew would rise in value at once.
But, as was to be expected, nobody was in a hurry to dispose 'of a good thing.
Consequently the scarcity of the stock, with the heavy
bidding for it, made the price soar like a skyrocket.
While Fred was executing an errand at a certain brokerage office he heard about the official an nouncement of the
consolidation, and that there was high jinks going on at
the Exchange.
Of course that mad e him feel uncommonly good.
It meant that he would be a richer boy before the day
was out.
In the excitement whi ch ensued 0. & G. W. went up to
70 by three o'clock.
Fifteen minutes before tha t hour Freel met Billy Brown
coming from the New Street entrance to the Exchange.
"Things are humming on the floor to-day_,'' said Billy,
with a grin.
"I guess they are," replied F red. "The ticker up in olh:
office is rattling away like mad, and the boss has filled a.
score of orders from his mining customers for small lots
o.f 0. & G. W."
"That road is booming to beat the band."
"Glad to hear it."
"Why?"
" ' Cause I've got a few sha.res of it, and expect to maki.
a haul."
"You don't say l How many shares have you got- ten?"
"More than that, Billy."
''Twenty, then?"
"More than twentx."

•
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"Well, h0w mlny?"
"Two hunclreJ."
"T\rn hundred! Say, 'II' hat arc yon giving me?"
''Don't you helieve me?"
·
"Nixy. You're putting it too sir.ong form .'.''
"All right, Billy. \\' e won't quarrel ovei i l; Lui 1 have
two hundred, }ust the same."
Billy, however, diel not believe ~t, though .Freel told him
he had bought the shares at ..J.8.
He could not understand where ]fl"ecl coulcl get the money
from to cover the margin, ancl, as tho latter clid not care
io go into explanations over the m'a tter, Billy went on his
way unconvinced.
When the Exchange closed that day 0. & G. W. was hovering around 80.
Freel thought th~t was an inflated price for the stock,
even. under the improved conditions ~f the road.
"I'll bet the insiders will begin selling out at that price
to-morrow, and I think I'd better get out 1;·hile the iron
is hot."
So he gave his order a.t the bank before it" brokernge
department closed at four to sell his two hnndi·ed shares in
the morning at the market.
This was done at 80i, the openin~ price, and FroJ pocketed a profit of sixty-four hundred dollars on the dea1. · .
"Who says that I ain't ont for the dollars, eh, Hattie?"
he said to the stenographer next day, waving his rheck in
her face. "Look there and feel convinced that yours truly
.is on the up grade to fortune."
He made it a point to drop in at the office of Edwards,
Saunders & Co., where his friend Billy worked, when he
was on an errand in that vicinity.
He was so fortunate as to find Billy j.n.
"Hello, Fred," asked Billy, in surprise. "What a.re you
doing up here? You haven't a message for our firm, ha:ve
you?"
"No. I just called in to see you-that's a.11."
"Did you? Well, I'm on exhibition till one of the bosses
'sends me out on an: errand. What's. in the wind?"
"I thought I'cl drop up and let you know that I had sold
my two hundred shares of 0. & G. W. at a handsome profit.
I knew you'd want to congratulate me."
"Sure, Mike !" grinned Billy, with an unbelieving wink.
"I made a profit of thirty-two dollars a share."
"On how many shares?"
"Didn't I tell yoi! that I had two hundred?"
"I lmow you told me so, but that doesn't make it so.
You're a Jollier, Fred."
"Sometimes, mayb~, but not always."
"When you say that you bough.t two hundred shares of
any good railroad stock ancl put up a ten per cent. margin
on it, it is pretty hard for me to swallow."
"In order to convince yolil that I have only been giving
you a straight story I brought my statement and check to
shmv yol1."
"Where arr they?" asl~ecl Billy. "Show up."

"'I'here they are," replied Fred, producing them. "Now
will you be good?"
Billy examined the two documents, and nearly had a fit
w~en he recognized the fact that they were the real thing.
"Say," he exclaimed, "where did you get the thousand
Lfollars to put up with the bank?"
"Oh, come now, Billy, you want to know too much. I
didn't rob anybody."
"I don't suppose you did; but I can't see--"
"Don't worry about it, then. Just remember that I am
worth seventy-four hundred. dollars at this particular moment, and that I expect to ha,ve more before I have less."
With those words, Fred wished him good-by and got out.
Tha.t evening Fred dropped in at the Mills Hotel to call
on Mr. Bailey.
He hardly knew the man from the West, for he was
togged out in a new suit of clothes, a white shirt, and 3jll ·
lip-to-date scarp.
"You're looking swell, Mr. Bailey," laughed Fred.
"Where did you make the raise?"
"Ur. Sherwood loaned me a. hundred dollars. He has
decided to go to Mexico with me, and is making his arrangements to that effect." ,
"You don't say?" replied the. boy. "Well, I am glad to
hear it. I wouldn't mind going to Mexico myself for a
change, only I can't·afford to chuck up my Wall Street job,
though I d~d make sixty-four hundred dollars on the mark13t this week."
·
"You made wha.t ?" said Mr. Bailey, looking'hard at the
boy, for he was not a.ware that Fred was operating in stocks.
"Six thousand four hundred dollars. Sounds big for a
boy, doesn't it?"
.
"Is this a joke, Stanfield?"
"No; it's the real truth. Jus~ glance at that check, made
payable to my order, and you'll see that I am a kind of
small capitalist."
The Westerner was much surprised, and wanted to hear
how Fred had made the money.
'1 he boy told him how ho had made three hlmdred and
forty dollars out of his first deal, some time since, by investing a hundred and thirty-five dollars in twenty shares
of C. & F.
Then he went ill.to the particulars of the automobile accident, in wliich he had saved the life of Mr. Sherwood's
clanghter, and had received five hundred dollars and anew
suit of clothes from the capitalist who had run him down
ns a sort o.f compensation for the shock and the trivial injuries he had sustained ..
"Altogether I had one thousand dollars when I got hold
of the tip which Jed me to buy two hundred shares of 0. &
G. W. at rock-bottom figures, and I went in the whole bog
on it," continued Fred, wlio then gave him the history of
the cipher telegram he had picked up in a broker's office.
"You're one of the lucky boys, Stanfield," said Mr.
Railey, "and I congratulate you over your success. Don't
forgot, however, that you'll be in on this mine clown in
Mexico to the tune of the thousand shares I promised you
1
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A crowd began to co1lect around them, attracted as much
by the uncommon height of the Westerner as by the charge
he was bringing against the cashier.
It happened that a policeman was coming down the street
at the time, and he took a hand in the proceedings.
"What's the trouble?" he asked, forcing his way through
the circle of curious onlookers.
"This man is a thief, and I want him arrested," said
Mr. Bailey, still retaining a vice-like gri:r;> on the cashier.
"That's a lie,'' retorted Langhorne. "The man is crazy."
The Western giant told his story to the officer.
The cashier denied tha.t he had had any connection with
.
·
the affair.
"I want
indignantly.
asked
he
crook?"
a
"Do I look like
gentleman."
a
am
I
you to understand that
As Mr. Bailey insisted that Langhorne was guilty, and
that he wanted him arrested, the officer told the ca!jbier that
he would have to go to the station, where the sergeant would
decide the question of holding him or not.
The cashier cl.eclared that it was a1: outrage, but h9 had
to go with the policeman just the same.
At the station, Mr. Bailey preferred his charge againiot
in no uncertain tones, and demanded that he b~
Langhorne
OHAPTER XII.
his exi;i.mination before a magistrate.
pending
up
locked
that it was a case of mistaken iden·
insisted
The cashier
TH1i: UNMASKING OF JULIUS LANGHORNE.
tity.
"I can prove who I am by that boy," he said, po.fating
Langhorne was attired in a dress suit, partially concealed
under his overcoat; a silk hat of the latest 'l>a.ttern was at Fred.
"Do you know tb.is man?" asked the sergeant of th@ lad.
perched on his head, and he carried a nobby cane.
"Yes, I know him. His name is Julius Langhorne, 11.nd
Taken altogether, the cashier looked pretty swell.
Mr. Bailey, however, paid little attention to his imposing he's cashier for Mr. Jack Osgood, stock broker, of No. Wall Street."
make-up.
"TMre/' said the cashier, triumphantly , "isn't that evi·
had
who
rascals
He simply saw in the man one of the
enough to prove my respectability?" •
dence
snort
a
with
robbed him of nearly a thousand dollars, and
said the sergeant, turning to the Weste'l'ner, "are
ell,''
aw
..of resentment he born down on Langhorne like a Western
that this is the rrian who robbed you?"'
positive
still
y;u
cyclone.
"I am."
The cashier did not observe his approach until the giant
"Have yon any evidence to show that you may noi be
reached oll't his arm and grabbed him by the lapel of his
mistaken in the person?"
,,
overcoat.
"I have."
"Come now," roared Mr. Bailey, "I want that money
"\.Vha t is it?"
or
up,
Ante
ago.
week
a
of
me
robbed
friend
you and your
"The pecHliar scar over his right eye, for one thing, and
jingo--"
by the living
Langhorne nearly collapsed when ]Jill recognized who had the di~n\ond ring on his left hand,_ for another. I .ide~tify
that r:mg a·s my property. It was given me by an old fnend,
•
hold of him.
and if you will ask him to hand it to you, you will find enbluff.
good
There was nothing for him to do but put up a
inside the initials 'J. 0. to A. B.~ The A. B. stands
graved
weli"What do you mean, fellow?" he demanded, with
Bailey, which is my•name."
Andrew
for
assumed indignation. "Remove your hand from my coat,
Langhorne's nerve suddenly deserted him
wor0s
those
At
or I'll call an officer."
"That will just suit me, mister. Call one right away. and he turned white.
He forgot until that critical moment that he had been so
If you don't, I will:"
foolish as to wear the valuable diamond Ji:ng he had taken
"What do you mean?" gasped the cashier.
"I mean you're the thief that robbed me, with the -help from the hand of the man he had assisted in robbing.
That the ring contained a superscription by which it
of a companion, of one thousand dollars last week. On preoctense o~ showing me the town you two got me into a saloon, could be positively identified by its owner had never
him.
to
cured
through
went
and
liquor
invited me to drink, drugged my
Now it was about to incriminate him, for it was a piece
me. You got nearly one thousand dollaJ.·s. I want it back,
evidence that he did not know how to get around.
of
d'ye hear?"
•

just as soon as the company is formed. Your present winnings will cut a small figure alongside of what you'll eventually make out of that n;Une."
· "If you talk like that you'll give me a swelled head.
Let's go to the theater to-night, Mr. Bailey. I'm afraid
we'll have to take a back seat, for you'd shut o:ff the view
of the person who sat behind you if we got ·sea.ts in the
middle of the house."
The Western giant laughed and said they had better get
b1Jx seats.
As it was early yet, they decided to walk uptown instead
of taking a cal'.
When they reached the neighborhood ?f the Empire Thea ter, Mr. Bailey suddenly clutched Fred by the arm and
exclaimed;
"There's one of the rascals who robbed me>i
The boy looked at the person indicated by hfo companion
and was astoillshed to recognize the accused individual as
Julius Langhorne, his late boss's cashi@r.
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The ring was taken from the prisoner's hand by the officer who had made the arrest, and the inscription being
found to agree with the accuser's words, the sergeant felt
that it was up to him to hold Langhorne, and he did.
The cashier, after being obliged to give his pedigree, was
taken to a cell and locked up.
There was no one more surprised at the outcome of the
affair than Fred Stanfield.
While there was no love lost between him and Juli11s
Langhorne, he never dreamed for ~ moment tha.t Mr. Osgoed's cashier was in any respect crooked,
To find him implicated in a rqbbery, in which knock-out
drops were given to the victim to make its accomplishment
easy, was a startler for the boy.
"I never wou.l d have believed this 0£ Langhorne," he said
to :M:r. Bailey, when they left the police station. "I can't
see whatever induced him to engage in such a rascally game.
He gets a good !Salary at Osgood's, and oughtn't to be in
such desperate need of money as to resort to a crime for iU'
"He looks to me like a city sport,'' replied the Western
man. "Aud- such, chaps can get away with n good deal 0£
money one way or another. When they b'appen to be short
they will take chances in order to get the stuff."
" I suppose you intend to appear against him in the
· morning at the Jefferson Market Court?"
· " I do. By the way, where is the courthouse?"
It is at the corner of Sixth Avenue and Christopher
Street."
"How will I get to it from the Mills Hotel?"
"It's only a short walk, but still, if yo11 don't start right
you're liable to get all mixed up trying to fetch Sixth Avenue from Bleecker Street. Sullivan Street cr9sses Bleecker
near your hoteJ. Walk up that street to West Third Street,
which you can't miss, b.ecause the elevated railwav nms
along it. Follow the elevated westward and it ;will t~ke yqu
right into Sixth Avenue. Looking up the street, you .will
see a building with a tall clock tower on the west sic1e of the
avenue. That is Jefferson Market. Any one will show.you
the entrance, to the police court."
"Much obliged, Stan.field. t shall be sure to find the
place now."
, l\fr. Bailey and Fred patronized a music hall that night
and saw a good show, after which the g[ant boaJ.·dec1 a Sixth
Avenue train for Bleecker Sfreet station, while Fred took
a train in the opposite direction for Harlem.

CH;APTER XIII.
l'RE))'S DEAL WITH BILLY BROWN.

Mr. Langhorne's arrest was duly chronicled in the morn,
ing's newspapers, and of course he did not a.ppear at Mr.
Osgood's office at the customary hour.
In fact, he never appeared there again, for the magis!rate remanded him for trial on Mr. ¥ailey's charge, and
I

he was taken down to the Tombs Prison anc1 put in a cell,
as no one came forward to bail him out.
Mr. Osgood investigaied the case, ' am1, being Batisfiec1
that Langhorne was guilty, he hired a new cashier, which
terminated Langhorne's connection with Wall Street.
In due time he was convicted, together with hi.s ·associate
in the job, who was caught by the police and confessed, and
ij1ey both went up the Tiver for a few years.
The day after Langhorne's arrest Mr. Sherwoocl sent
word to Fred that he would like to see him that evening,
and so, about eight o'clock, the boy went to his apartments.
Mr. Sherwood told him that he had made fifty thousand
dollars out of the Q. & G. W. deal, and that he was now
prepared to keep his promise to give him twenty per cent.
of the profits made out 0£ the tip Fred had brought under
his notice.
With those woTds he handed the young mess-enger his
check for ten thousand dollars.
Fred thanked him for his generosity and ahortly afterward took his leave.
.
It was about this time that Fred noticed that a certain
stock known as 0. & M. was selling low in the market.
He looked up the past recorus ot the road and saw that
it had never been at such a depreoiated figure.
Guessing there must be some cause why a stock that had
been long numbered among the gilt-edged securities should
be down below its normal value, he began to make inquiries
in an o:ff-ha'fld waJ among people who were supposed to
know all that was going on in the Street.
No one, however, could tell him, or would tell him, why
0. & M. was in the dumps.
"It's ten points below its usual place in ti1e market,"
the boy mused. "Maybe that's because the market is off.
It won't stay at that figure when prices begin to stiffen. I
guess I'll buy .a thousand shares and hold on to it for a ,
rise."
The stock was now :r;uling .a t 59, and so Fred took the
necessary margin around to the Nassau Street bank and
ordered the margin clerk to bny him one· tl~ousanc1 shares.
Although Freel was not aware of the fact, the true cause
of the unaccountable clccline of 0. & M. was due to the
secret operations of a cliqtrn of brokers who hac1 combined
to bear the stock dow.1i as low as they conla get it, and then
buy for the ri se that was sure to follow when the market
became bullish once more.
F1;cd had the stock for a -week before the shares showed
any perceptible activity.
_.
Then as the tone of the market began to improve the
stock showed signs O·f recovery.
Within two or three days it had advanced to 63, and. as
matters bTightened it went on up to 70, which was a.bout
its real value.
As Fred thought it might go a little higher, he did not
sell at once.
He proved to be a wise prophet.
It suddenly took on a 'boom and, amid great excitement
in the Exchange, went up to 80.

'
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While .Fred had no positive evidence that Great ExpecFred concluded that be would not take any £urther
chance with it, as he. was sure it would not remain long at tatibns was riot all that it was cracked up to be-that is,
outside of Mr. Bailey's assertion to the contrary-still, the
that price, and he ord€;red his shares sold.
Next day his statement showed that he had made twenty longer he ,forked for· Mr. Chiswell the more he suspected
thousand s1x hundred dollars, and he hugged himself with that his boss was about as slick as stock promoters come.
If there had been any complaints about promises not
glee.
been kept with regard to Urn Great Expectations
having
dollars,"
thousand
thirty-eight
"That makes me worth
never beard of them, and so be had no real
Fred
Mine,
himself.
he said -to
dissatisfied with his job.
being
for
reasop
Brown
This time he did not tell either Hattie or Billy
ip make a change soon, anywa.y,
·expected
he
, However,
about his good luok. ·
"I guess I'd better keep my business to myself after this. for when Mr. Bailey's company became an accomplished
I don't think it pays to let every .one into your private fact, Mr. Sherwood was going to remove the o~ce of the
affairs. They say that a still tongue is the sign of a wise Bonanza Mine to more commodious q11arters in Wall Street,
1
where he would be able to look after the new company as
head, so I'm going to hold mine after this."
B~fbre the trial of Langhorne ca'n.1e off, Mr. Sher~ood well as the old one, and Fred was promised a position that
and the Western giant went to Mexico together, and the would pay him much better than the one he now held.
The day after the conviction of Julius Langhorne and
secretary of the Bonanza Mine saw ,enough to assure him
his associate, Billy met Fred on Broad Street.
that Mr. Bailey was a second Monte Cristo.
"Say, Fred," cried Billy, in a tone of some excitement, 1
While Mr. Sher1vood was on the ground they took out
between them ore that was subsequently sold at a smelter's "I'm on. to one of the biggest Wall Street deaJs,of the year."
"What is it?"
for five thousand dollars, and then the two men returned
will you give to know?"
"What
to New .York to ari'ange about the formation of a company,
your game, is it? Want to sell me a tip, eh?"
that's
"Oh,
which, on account of the richness of the mine, was to be
any money for it. I want you to back me
want
"I don't
something of a close corporation.
In the meanwhile Fred continued to "attend to his regular up on one hundred sl1ares of a certain stock that is going
duties at Mr. Chiswell's office, the leading feature of which to be boomed to par."
"A hundred shares? What is it going fol' now?"
continued to be the promotion of the Great Expectations
"About 80."
Mining and Milling Company.
"Then you want eight hundred dolla;rs for this tip of
The most flattering reports were frequ~ntly received from
the superintendent in charge of the property through the yolll'S. It must be a pretty good one."
'
"It's a fine one. If you don't think so, after I tell you
main office a.t Denver.
Several assay certificates were added to the framed col- about it, you needn't do anything about it, except keep your
lection on the walls of the reception-room, and Mr. Chis- mouth shut, which you must promise to do, anyway, before.
·
well pointed to them with a great deal of a.p parent satis- I say a word on the subject."
rate."
any
at
that;
do
to
"agree
I'll
the
right,
about
"All
convince
to
customer
new
a.
had
he
when
faction
"Now, yo11've got seven thousand dollars that you made
merits of the mine.
dividend
0. & G. W.," said Billy, who was ignorant of the fact
a
on
that
:mnounced
Although it was occa'sionally
reason
Fred was no:w actually worth thirty-eight thousand
one
that
wollkl shortly be declared, ir was deferred for
dollars. "Promise that you'll back me up on one hundred
·or another.
Sometimes a serious cav~-in was reported just at a criti- shares in this deal and I'll tell you all I know."
Fred promised to_do so if he considered Billy's tip was
cal point, which delayed the production of ore, or new machinery, it was said, had to be installed to overcome u~for- worth the risk.
"Well, there was a meeting of some big brokers in our
• seen obstacles.
'I'hen there wa.s a strike among the peons who were said office yesterday afternoon, and I discovered by keeping my
to be 1vorking in ,the mine, or some convulsion of nature ears wide open that a combination has been formed to boost ·
L. & M. to par or over."
happened when not expected.
"Give me the partict.1lars, Billy," said Fred, eagerly.
At any rate, there was no dividend, though th~ prospects
Billy gave them to him, and his friend saw that the
of the mine continued to expand with every month-so said
pointer had a good foundation in fact.
the advertisements and circulars. •
began
stock
the
in
invested
ha
who
"You say Mainwaring, Smith, Edgerton, and others of
Out-of-town people
were
things
how
see
the same stamp are in this thing, eh?"
to come to the office frequently now to
welBilly nodded.
corning O'Il, and tliey were always taken in hand and
"Those men are millionaires."
comed by Mr. Chiswell as though they were members of
his own personal tamily.
"You bet they are. They've got the cash to push the
,
·
If they were owners of five hundred shares or upward, he. thing throiigh."
"And your firm is going to do the buying and booming?"
took them out" to dinner, and sent them home feeling like
"That's w)lat."
bonanza kings of the future.
1

..
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in the ticker these days, and she asked him if he was in the
market again.
"Yes, I've bought a few shares of L. & M."
"Why L. & M. ?" asked the stenographer, curiously.
"Because I think it's going up."
"Are you working on a tip?"
"Hattie, you're like all the girls-you want to know
everything."
"Thank you. I don't think that is a compliment."
"Well, if you want to know very bad, I am working on
a tip."
"I don't see how you manage to get hold o:f these pointters that you have."
"Well, you saw how I got hold of that cipher telegram,
didn't you, and translafed it?"
"'That was an accident. If you l1adn't been sent to Truesdale's office that, day yop. wouldn't have got it."
"If Mr. Smith hadn't dropped it out of his pocket I
wouldn't have got it, either, whether I went to Truesdale's
or not."
"Well, how did you manage to get this one?"
"A :friend o:f mine got it, and I made a deal with him
to use it."
"Then you got it second-hand?"
·
"Yes."
be relied on?"
to
it's
sure
you
"Are
"Oh, yes; I am prepared to take the risk."
"When did you go into the deal?"
CHAPTER XIV.
·"Yesterday afternoon."
"You are certainly out for the dollars, Freddy, to use
'l'UE MAN WITH RLOOD IN UIS EYE.
your own expression. I hope you won't slip up this time
a.nd lose all i.hat you've made."
"I'm not worrying about that."
Fred found a chance thnt afternoon i.o go to the little
At that moment a big man, who seeme<l to be not a little
bank on :rassau Street in time to order the purchase o.r
excited, entered the room.
three thousand shares of L. & M. for his "u-ecount.
"Is Mr. Chiswell in?" he inquired, in a tone that Frec;I.
This was an unusually big order for the bank to receive
·
from a patron, and the margin clerk had to consult .with dicl not like.
it.
sir."
"No,
accept
could
he
be.fore
establishment
the
o:f
caEhier
the
"Where is he?"
The deal involved a rnattCT of two hundred and forty
carry
to
"Gone to lunch."
bank,
thousand dollars in the aggregate, ancl the
•
"When will he be back?"
it, would be obliged to borrow money on i.he shares :from
"I cou1cln't say positively. He may return in half an
a larger bank to pay for them.
hour, and he may not be back for an hour or two."
llowever, the matter was arranged arnl the deal maclc.
The visitor muttered some unintelligible expression unWhen Fred met Billy next morning on the street he told
der his breai>h.
him he ha.d invested a part of his money in J..i. & M.
"I'll come back again," he saicl, turning toward the door.
Billy dicl not ask him how many shares he had bought,
"Who shall I say callecl, if Mr. Chiswell should return
presuming that he had purchased eight hunclred or nine
before you .come back?"
hundred.
"My na~e is William Blackwood. I'll be back inside of
"'l'his is where I make my first stake," said Billy, "ahd
hour."
where you aclcl a big wad to your pile."
slammed the door after him in quite an energetic
He
Fred.
replied
so,"
hope
"I
synThe
way.
par.
around
"You can be sure of it if you sell
"He seemed to be macl about something," said Fred to
clicaic iiltend to push it to that figure, at any rate, ~nd they
the girl.
luwe the money to clo it with."
"He didn't look very pleasant."
R i1 ly harl 110 time to talk ·:fUTth~r on the subject, and so
"Is that the way a man looks when his wife asks him :for
tl! 0 ' J;"_,.,, went their several ways.
llat ti c noiice<l ·that Fred was taking an unusual interc.;t money?" grinned Fred.

" \Yhcn are they going to start in?"
"To-morrow morning."
"Billy, I'm going into this. I'll make you .the following
proposition: I'll buy as many shares as I can afford. If
the stock goes llp ten points I'll agree to pay you in cash,
if I come out all right, the profit on a hundred sharesthat is, one thousand dollars. For every point it goes above
ten that I realize on I'll give you one hundred dollars more,
so that if it goes to par, and I hold Qn that long and then
get out in safety, your profit wil~ be two thousand dollars,
That's fair, isn't it?"
"Do you mean that?" asked Billy: feverishly, to whom
one thousand dollars, let alone i. wo thousand, looked like
a mint of money.
"I do mean it, Billy. And there's my hand on it. I
guess you can trust me to keep my word."
"Soce I can. If I make two thousand dollars, you ought
to clear six times that with your boodle."
"Well, it's a bargain, Billy. I shall start in and buy
L. & M. righ~ away. I'll leave my order with this bank
this afternoon, if I can get the chance to go there before
the brokerage department closes for the day."
The two boys shook hand·s once more over the arrangement and then separated.

an
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"I'm sure I don't know, as I have never -been married/ dered whether he had called to buy some Great Expecbtions stock, or to solicit a subscription for a foreign mislaughed Hattie.
sion .
''I suppose you expect to be, don't you!"
• "What?"
After a while the boy went over to the 'tibker to see if
"Married."
•
there were any dev!"lopments in L. & M. stock.
"''I'm not sure that anybody will ever honor me w:ith a
prices
at
recorded
sales
of
number
a
There were quite
proposal," she said, with a demure smile.
varying from SOS. to 81~.
.
"Why not?"
rri1e solemn stranger watched him for a while in silence.
"Dear pie, how inquisitive you arc,"Fred Stanfield."
Finally he arose and approached.
"A. pretty girl like you is bound to get a proposal-sev"Young sir, may I ask if this is the instrument known
eral of them."
as the ticker?" he inquired.
"Aren't you complim~ntary ?" she laughed.
"Yes, sir; this is the ticker, or indicator."
"Well, you are pretty, aren't you?"
\'I believe it indicates the :fluctuations of the-ahem!
1
"Tha't's rather an embarrassing question to answer.~ ·
Rtock market?"
"I think you're pretty, at any rate."·
~' 'l'hat's right."
Hattie blushed and looked clown at her typewriteT.
"I like not the sound. It partakes' too much of the sor"And nice, too," persisted Frct1. "I expect to get mardid side of life. It is an invention of Beli al."
ried when ,I get oldeT-and weaUhier."
"I've heard the name of the man who invented this in"Do you?" in a low voice.
strument, and I'm sure that it wasn't Belial."
· ''-Sure I do. Now, how would you like to marry me?"
"Belial, young sir, means a pfi)rsonificabon of all that's
"Why, Fred Stanfield!" gasped Hattie, blushing as red
Peradventure you are not--"
bad.
'
as a rose.
But at this moment the door opened and Mr. Ohiswell
''What's the matter? Did I surprise ycm !"
entered.
"I should say you did."
"Here's Mr. Chiswell now," said Fred, glad that his
"WeU, are you going to answer· my question?"
"Now, Fred, go back to your desk. I'm busy," replied employer had turned up.
"I have called, sir,'' said the solemn visitor, turning to
the girl, in some confusion.
broker, "to solicit a small subscription in aid of a misthe
"Is that a throw-down, or what!" asked Fred, putting
home in India. It is--"
sionary
his arm around her.
Here the door was thrown open, and Mr. Blackwood, the
"Don't be foolish."
who had called half an hour previously, entered the
man
"Perhaps you think I'm not in earnest. Well, I am. Do
with an aggressive air.
room
y9u like me well enough to say you'll marry me some day?
As soon as his eyes rested on Mr. Chiswell he rushed up
Don't you know that I think there isn't another girl in all
·
the world just as sweet and as good as you are? Come now, to him and shook his fist in his face.
"Y6u are a swindler, sir !" 11e roared violently, while the tell me-do you care for me or don't-;-"
ministerial-looking man shrank back. "A swindler ! Do
B:e raised her head and looked into her eves.
"Yes, I do care for you, Fred-more th~ anybody else you hear me? You induced me to buy five thousand shares
•
of your Great Expectations Mining and Milling Company
in the world."
for which I paid you one thousand dollars cash I've
stock,
Their lips met in a kiss, and then Fred staTted for his
a letter from my nephew, who went to Chireceived
just
desk, for he had seen the handle of the dooT turn, and a
to look into that mine. H~ says that the
Mexico,
huahua,
moment later it opened and admitted a tall, sanctimonioustinker's outfit. Are you listening to me,
a
worth
isn't
mine
looking stranger, dressed in solemn black tha.t fully agreed
sir? He says that there isn't' a piece of milling machinery
with tihe melancholy cast of his features.
He was smoothly sha.ven and carried a book and an um- on the ground. In a word, sir, he says the who.le thing is a
first-class fraud. Do you hear me, sir ?-a first-class fraud.
brella.
"Is Mr. Horace Chiswell in?" he asked, without a smile. Now, sir, I want my thousand dollars back, and I want it
or I'll blow the whole roof off your
blan;ied quie>k. Ante
"No, sir; he's out a.t lunch."
head!"
"Peradventure he will return shortly?" asked the vi:!;itor
The irate caller drew a navy revolver and :ffourished it
in black.
in the air.
"Yes, sir; he's liable to come at any moment."
Hattie uttered a little shriek and looked as if she was
"I presume I ma.y wait, young sir?" ...
to faint, while the broker sta:rted back, white with
going
"Sure. Take a seat; sir/'
~~
The caller sat down, with his umbrella between his legs,
'As for the missionary home collector, he beat a hurried
and looked solemnly around at the different objects in the
retreat into the corridor and ma.de tracks for the nearest
room.
·
Fred watched him out of the earner of his eye, and won- elevator.

up,
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======:=====- ----- -- - - him, so I rapped him over the wrist with that cane and got
his gun away from him."
"Aren't you brave !u cried the girl, admiringly.
FRED DEALS WITH A STRENUOUS SITUATION.
"Oh, I don't know," replied Fred. "There isn't any
particular courage required in taking a man behind his
• Fred was the only one who dicl not lose liis head.
It is true he was startled 'when the belligerent visitor back. He wasn't lool<ing .for trouble from me, and so, you
ilrew his wicked-looking revolver anc1 seemed on the -point see, I caught him off his guard."
"I think you showed gool1 nerve, at any rate. It isn't
of making things hum in the office.
every boy that would have interfered as you did."
But, ju.st the sa.me, he never was cooler in his life.
'"l'he solemn individual lighted out pretty quick· when
Whatever might be the caller's. grievances, he had no
he saw the revolver. He was as scared as you were, I guess."
right to draw a weapon, and Fred knew it.
"I wonder whether there is anything the matter with the
As the man was too big and dangerous for him to tackle
in the ordinary way, he grabbed up a heavy cane that stood Great Expectations Mine?" said Hattie. "'This Mr. Blacka swindler."
against the wall near the ticker and struck the caller a wood called Mr. Chiswell
\
H~ said he bad a. letter from his nephew, who had visited
smart blow on the wrist of the hand that held the gun.
The man uttered a howl of pain and surprise, and the the property, and who reported to him that the1'e wasn't
any milling machinery on the place, and that the whole
revolver dropped on the :floor.
concern wa8n't worth a tinker's outfit." '
Fred sprang forward and picked it up.
"I haYe always been afraid that something unpleasant·
cool
better
you'd
think
''I
calmly,
Fred,
said
sir,"
"Now,
eventually come out about the mine, on account of
would
charge."
in
you
take
down, or we shall send for an officer to
made by the company in their adver"An officer!" roared the visitor, nursing his injured the glowing promises
1
tisements and circulars. It did seem as if the real facts
· "
wrist. "Why, you young jackanape.s-." Don't get excited, sir. You've laid yourself open to were over drawn."
"Well, Hattie, now that you and I understand each other,
arrest by drawing this .revolver and threatening Mr. Chiswell with it. You'd better cool down and try to square I'll tell you what Mr. Bailey said about the Great Expectations Mine. You remember, Mr. Bailey was the tall Westyourself."
Mr. Chiswell, who had been much taken aback by the erner who--"
"I shaJl never forget how he unexpectedly came out of
man's assertions with relation to the Great Expectations
that clm;et that afternoon," she replied, with a reminiscent
Mine, now saw his advantage.
His caller had to some extent placed himself in his power shudder.
"I have a lot to tell you about this Mr..Bailey that will
by foolishly drawing his revolver and threatening his life.
He may not have r;-ieant to carry out his threat, but he astonish wou. However, as I was about to say, he discovhad made it before witnesses, and Mr. Chiswell was quick ered the original ore outcroppings on the ground now owned
to perceive how he could use it to advance his own interests. b}'( the Great Expectations Company. At that time he sup" Miss Richmond," he-said, turning to the stenographer, posed he had come upon a good thing, but after he Wafl
"please go to the telephone and ring up the Old Slip sta- swindled out of his rights by the men he took in with him
tion. Tell the sergeant to send a policeman here right--" it turned out that the ore found on the property :was of a
"Hold on/' cried the visitor, as he began to recognize the poor quality hardly worth the cost of reining. He claims,
hole he had placed himself in. "Don't send for an officer. therefore, that all the statements mac1e by the compa.ny to
d,ispose of its stock are practically untrue, and that Great
I'll-I'll apologize."
"Too late," answered the broker, coldly. "You threat- Expectations is simply a first-class fraud. So you see that
ened my life ·a moment ago, and I don't propose to stand the information which this man now with Mr. Chiswell in
his private office claims to have received from his nephew
for any such thing as that." •
"I'm willing to make any reparation you say," said his , bears out just what Mr. Bailey told me."
"Dear me, I am beginning to wish I was out of this
visitor, hastily.
'
"Very well, then. Never mind that message now, Miss office," said Hattie.
"I am glad you do, Ha.ttie, for I want you to come with
Richmond. C9me into my private office, Mr. Blackwood,
me into Mr. Shenvood's employ when Mr. Bailey's new
and we'll talk matters over in a rational' way."
The visitor, now as meek as a lamb, followed the broker company is formed."
"Are you really going to leave ~r. C_hiswell ?" she asked
into his sanct:nm and the door was closed after them. .
Fred laid the revolver on his table and walked over to in surprise.
I
>
"That's what.I am."
Hattie, who had not yet recovere~ from her scare.
"What do you mean by Mr. Bailey's new company?"
"Brace up, Hattie," he said; "the trouble-is all over."
"The name hasn't been selected yet, but will be in a week
"Oh, dear, that man frightened me dreadfully. I thought
or so, when the articles of incorporation are ready to be
he was going to shoot Mr. Ohiswell."
"I don't think he meant to do more than intimidate the filed. Mr. Bailey has discovered a real bonanza this time
boss; but I thought it too risky to take any chances with in Chihuahua, Mexico, and not so very far from Great ExCH.APTER XV.
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pectations. There's no doubt about its value, for it seems must see what the stock closed at in the Exch~nge. It is
to have been originally worked by the Spaniards of long now nearly four."
Fred went over and consulted the tape.
ago ancl then concealed and abandoned by its discoverers for
last quotation was 82i-, Hattie, so you can easily
"The
thousand
one
have
to
am
I
own.
their
o.f
good reasons
that I am six thousand dollars ahead at this stage
up
figure
just
nothing,
for
company
shares of the stock o.f this n.ew
game."
the
-0f
trouble.
in
was
because I was good to Mr. Bailey when he
At that moment the door of the private office opened
If you remember, you scoldecl me at the time for parting
Mr. Chiswell escorted his visitor out into the waitingand
with the price o.f a week's loclgiI\g and some cash to the
•
Western gi1111t. I think you said I was an easy mark, and room.
"Stanfield," said the broker, "please give Mr. Blackwood
you may recollect that I told you that time would prove
whether I was or not. I think you'll have to admit now that his revolver."
Fred clid as he was told.
I made a pretty good investment."
Then the caller took his departure, apparently in a satis"Hattie was quite astonished to learn all the foregoing
and much more than Fred told her•about Mr. Bailey and fied frame of mind.
Evidently he had com to some arrangement with the
the mine he had discovered, and she admitted that she 'was
wrong in her original estimate of the man, who had ap- Eastern representative of the Great Expectations Mining
peared in her eyes at the time as little better than a tall and Milling Company.
and somewhat terrifying scarecrow.
Fred told her of the plans of Mr. Sherwood to remove
to a suite of offices in the .Tones Building, and how he had
CHAPTER
spoken for a position for her as general stenographer for
the establi shment, hoping that she would agree to leave Mr.
EXPOSE OF THE GREAT EXPECTATIONS MINING & MILLING
Chiswell's employ when he did himself.
COMP.A.NY.
Of comse, now that Hattie had acknowledged her fondness for Fred, ancl hacl practically agreed to marry him
During the remainder of the week L. & M. slowly adwhen the proper time came, she was only too willing to
vanced in price, :finally closing on Saforday noon at 84.
agree to :nake the bu-incss change proposed by Freel.
The rise had been so small in this well-known stock that
"And now another thing, Ilattie. I never told you th\lt
after making that sixty-fom hundred-dollar d~al in 0. & no particular attention was attracted to it, so that the clique
of capitalists interested in the deal were able, through
G. W. I subsequently went into a deal ip. C. &. M."
Edwards, Saunders & Co., to gather in many thousand
"Why, no. Did you?"
"Yes ; 1 bought one thousand shares md cleared over shares at a very low price, which was the object they had
·in sight.
twenty tho1isl,lncl dollars on it."
Fred was perfectly satisfied with the outlook, and already
astonishment.
in
cried
she
"You don't mean that?"
:figuring on his possible profits, which he knew would
was
thustwenty-four
put
"I do mean it, Hat. And now I've
to mount up when the boom set in.
begin
sand dollars of my capital into l;. & M."
in another direction, however, was awaiting
surpr\se
A
"You have, you reckless boy?"
"I have. I got the tip I was telling you about from my the young messenger, as well as others with whom he was
friend Billy Bro1rn, who is messenger for Edwards, Saun- associated. ·
A big New York City daily, which .may not have received
ders & Co., in the Vanderpool Building, Exchange Place.
He got on to the fact that;i pool had been formed to boom as much advertising patronage from the Great Expectations
the stock, and put me wise to it on condition that I wouljl Mining and Milling Company as it consifiered itself engive him a certain share of my profits if I went into the titled to, sent a representative to Mexico to write up the
deal. I've agreed to give him the profits on one hundred true conclitions of the property, and the story appeared,
with appropriate illustrations, undet the title of "Another
shares."
Colossal Mining Fake-Exposed,'' on the Sunday morning
"How many shares did you buy?"
the events we have just described.
following
thousand"to
thirty
clear
to
expect
I
"Three thousand.
tolcl his story with the usual bn1tal frankreporter
The
it."
forty thousand dollars out of
of the press when under orders to
gentlemen
ness of such
"Is it possible?"
"Yes, it is quite possible that I may. The last time I show up an existing evil.
.The expose occupied the central double page of the magalooked at the ticker L. & M. was quoted at 81~. That was
the time when the solemn missionary collector was in here. zine section of the newspaper, and it was naturally read by
thousands of people who had bought the mining stock in
Did you hear whaL ij.e called the indicator?"
question.
"No."
Mr. Chiswell read it in his bachelor apartments uptown,
"He called ii a wicked instrument-the invention of
Belial, which means the old Nick, for he said it was the and it came like a shock to him, for he had heard nothing
equivalent of all that was bad. That reminds me that I about the investigation.
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Its publication came like a clap of thunder out of a clear
sky, and Mr. Chiswell soon arrived at the conclusion that
the forty per cent. profit he had received for the sale of
many thousands of shares at from five to thirty cents would
not pay him for the trouble that he could see ahead as soon
as the furious purchasers o-f the stock began a descent on
his office, intent on getting satisfaction if they could not
recover their money.
Mr. Chiswell, much as he regretfed the unwelcome pub' in which he himself was as ·much involved as 1ras
licity
the company in far-off Denver, was a man of resources.
He did not lose his head because he saw disaster ahead,
but determined to avail himself of the twenty-four hours
that were yet his own.
The result~of his deliberalions.ras that he took an underground train for Wall Street, went to his office, and spent
the greater part of the day packing up such valuables as
he felt he could remove expe<litiously.
The last thing lie did wast draw a check to "Self'' for
the total amount of money he had on deposit at a 11cllknown bank and put the check, in his pocketbook ready for
use at ten o'clock next morning.
At half-past-seven next morning he made an early call
at the office with an expresRman, and a small load of bundles
were carried down the elevator and placed on the wagon,
which remo".ed them to his apartments uptown.
Practically nothing was disturbed in the reccption-rnom,
so that when Fred let himself in with his pass-key at nine
o'clock, and Hattie arrived fifteen minutes later, neither
had any suspicions that Mr. Chiswell had thrown up the
business and would appear on the premises never again.
It happened that neither had read the paper containing
the article which had exposed the true state of affairs in
the Great Expectations Mining and Milling Company, and
consequently they were blissfully ignorant of the storm that
was gathering over the office, and from which their employer had fled.
But they soon became aware that something unusual was
in the wind.
Fred wasastanding at the ticker waiting for the opening
quotations of the stock market, with reference to L. & M.,
and Hattie was posting up some work in her books, which
she had neglectel:l to do on Saturday, when the door opened
and in came Billy Brown.
Billy was evidently eurprised to note tho e;erene aspect
of tho office.
"What, all alone!" he exclaimed. "Why, I thought
there'd be a mob here by this time."
"A mob!" cried Fred, in surprise. "What do you mean?"
"What do I mean? Wl1y, you don't mean to say that you
haven't read the article in yesterday's pa.per about the
Great Expectations Mining and Milling Company?"
"What article and what paper did it appear in ?"
Billy mentioned the.. name. of the paper, and then proQeeded to give Fred and Hattie an outline of the expose.
While he was thus engaged customers of the office began
to come in.

Every one askecl for Mr. Chiswell, but Fred told them
that the broker hacl not got downtown yet.
By the time Billy left the room was becoming uncomfortably filled with persons with whom Mr. Chiswell had done
bm;inrsR.·
Freel had nothing particular to do, for the quotations
from the Western exchanges were not due before noon and
after, so he put in time watching the movements of the
crowd and talking to Ilattie.
"'T'hings look had for the office, don't they?" he said.
"They do, indeed. It is only come to what I have feared
of In.to.''
"It is after eleven and Mr. Chiswell hasn't showed up.,
I'll bl't a nickel that we won't see him to-day."
"l.foybe we won't Rec him any more at all," she said. "If
wb at your friend Billy Brown told us is true, h e may conP.iclN th<1t it is to his interest to remain away for good."
The assembled crowd gradually increased in size and
aggTosAiveness.
All of them were shareholders in the Great Expectations
Company, am1 they hac1 come to get some exp anation from
1\.I l'. Chi swell a.bout the expose which had appeared in print
tho clay before.
As :.r r. Chiflwell failed to put in his appearance, angry
retnarks and threats soon mingled with the general buzz
of conversation, which extentlcc1 way out in the corridor,
where those swarmed who could not find room in the reception-room.
"Why isn't Mr. Chiswell here?" demanded one impatient shareholder of the Great Expectations Mine, buttonholing Fred.
"I couldn't tell you, sir," replied the boy, with his customary politeness.
"When does he usually come to the office?"
"About ten o'clock, sir."
"It is now half-past eleven. Gentlemen," ho roared out,
"it looks as if the head of this office doesn't intend to show
up to-day. That can only mean one thing-that he is a
swindler ancl has defrauded us out of our good money. I
rnoYe that a committee of us be formed to consult with the
police."
•
This suggestion mot wilh the a•pproba.tion of 1.he majority
of those prnsent, and several volunteered to go on the committee in question.
Ilalf a dozen of the indignant shareholders were finallj
selected, and they departed on thefr errand, while the rest
remained, with constant accessions, for further developments.
The inconvenience of having so many disgruntled people
in the room and around the door induced Fred, after a consultation 1Yith Hattie, to go downstairs and have a talk
with the superintendent of the building.
That gentleman came up and, making his way inside,
told the mob that their presence there could serve no goocl
end.
·
That tl;e hest thing they could do was to elect a committee to inquire into the matter in a. businesslike way,
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with authority to act as their judgment suggested and to
the best interests of all.
Alter some objection on the part of chronic kickers this
plan was carried into effect, and the names and addresses
of all present were taken down.
.
The committee which had gone to see the police was
chosen to represent the shareholders present, but the crowd
hung around until they should return to make their report.
When l't was t'rme f or H
. to g~ to lunch,
' Freel told
. attie
her not .to come _back until the mornmg, as he would look
after thmgs dur1~g the afternoon.
. The committee returned and said nothing could be done
without a w..arrant from a magistrate for the arrest of Mr.
Chiswell.
Fred then told the spokesman of the committee . to ask
the crowd to go.
If they cl.id not, he said, he would telephone to the station
for officers to clear the room.
This announcement of the boy's raised a howl, -and several angry shareholders advised ·throwing him downstairs.
Fred thereupon told them pla~ly that he meant business.
"I'm going to lunch, and will have to lock tbc office up,
as Mr. Ohiswell is not here to look after things. You'll
have to go, or there'll be sornetbing doing."
A compromise was effected by which Fred agreed to leave
the committee in charge o·f the room, Frovidecf thry kept
the door locked and people out until he got back.
Half of the mob went down to the street, while the rest
remained in the corridor to sympathize with one another
over the apparent collapse of the Eastern branch of the
Great Expectations Mining and Milling Company.

Lefore, and Mr. Bailey sa.id he meant ~o com over to see
him as soon as he had completed his business with Mr.
Sherwood.
Fred wait~d until the big westerner was at liberty, and
then ,they both went to Mr. Ohiswell's office together.
Here they foun~ the corridor as crowded as before with
indignant shareholders whose ranks had received many accessions from out-of-to~n patrons of the compa~y.
'l'he committee, who, according to agreement, had locked
themselves in the office, were still busy devising ways and ·
means of solving the problem before them when Fred arrived with Mr. Bailey.
After thev were a.dmitted Fred took charge of a basketful of letter~ that had been delivered by the postman during
his absence.

I

CHAPTER XVII.
CONCLUSION.

Fred concluded that there was no reason why he should
hurry back to the office.
"H the truth was known, I guess Hattie and I .are both
out of a job. Therefore I don't see that there's any ,call for
to look after the office except to see that nothing is taken
away. H Mr. Ohiswell turns up this afternoon, well and
good; if he doesn't, I guess it will be a good sign tha,t he
has skipped the town."
So, when Fred had :finished his lunch, and looked at the
ticker to see how L. & M. was coming on-he found it up
to 85-he walked CJ.own to see Mr. Sherwood in the Bowling
Green Building.
Ther.e he found Mr. Bailey, as he hal£ expected he might,
and he told the gentlemen of the strenuous forenoon he
had put in at Mr. 01iswell's office.
They both laughed, for neither had any sympathy with
the methods employed by Fred's boss tci boom a worthless
mining scheme.
·
1They had read t~e'
story in the newspaper the morning

me
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He placed them on top of the safe in the private room.
Fred amused himself ·talking to lVIr. Bailey ancl looking
at the quotations on the tape until three o'clock, by which
time the committee and most of the crowd in the corridor
had taken their departure.
The last record for the day of L. & M . was 87, which
meant that, so far, the young speculator was about twenty
thousand dollars ahead on his deal.
J\fr. Bailey congratulated Freel on his success as an operator on the market and wished him good luck with his
present venture.
He advised hiri1 to admit no one to the office on the following clay but the committee who had undertaken the investigation of the alleged swindle, and. Freel thought his
advice so good that he determined to act on it.
The committee in question applied to the courts for a
receiver to be put in charge of lVIr. Ohiswcll's office, and,
their petition being granted, a. proper person was selected
ancl he took possession of the pTemises.
This ended Fred's and Hattie's connection with the office
at the close of the week, and they were not sorry to cut
loose from the Great Expectations interests for gooa and '
all.
In the meantime L. & . had been steadily going up
day by day, until i~ closed at .95 on Friday afternoon.
Saturday morning Fred was in the. visitors' gal_lery of the
Stock Exchange when some announcement was :giade from
the chairman's rostrum tha.t caused a rush for ihe L. & M.
stan!l-arc1, and a lively ·bidding for the stock set in, which
sent it to par in less than hal£ an hou\._
·
It closed at noon at 102, and then Fred began to consider tha.t it was time for him to get out with his winnings.
So he went to the bank and ordered his three tl~ousaml
shares to be sold out Monday morning.
The order was among the first to be exc0Ufed when the
Exchange opened for _9usiness on Monday, and Fred's stock
went for 103!He cleared sixty-nine thousand dollars on the deal, out
of w.i1ich he handed Billy Brown twenty-three hundred dollars as his share of the transaction, accor ding to,their ag;reement.
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OUT FOR THE DOLLARS.

Billy ha:tdly lm~w whnt io <lo wi th so much money, now New York brought about the collapse o.f the company itself
in Denver.
that he had it.
What became of Horace Chiswell, Fred did not learn at
He had never owned fiHy dollars of his own before in his
•
life.
once, though after some months he was told that his former
"You'd better put it into several savings banks, Billy, boss had settled in San Francisco, where he was conducting'
and forget that you have ii,'' aclvisecl Fred. "1f you siarL 11 mining office on Pi_p.e Street.
One year from the time that the Great Expectations
in risking it on the market to make more I think I see your
Company failed, the Montezuma Silver Mining Company,
finish in a short time."
"You've been risking your mo~ey on the market right of which Andrew Bailey was president and general manalong,, and you haven;t seen your .dinish yet," replied Billy. ager and Mr. Sherwood was secretary, was on the highway
"You must have made twenty thousand dollars on this deal to success.
Its stock was worth three dollars a share on the exyourself."
"Don't try to imitate me, Billy. I've had good luck, and changes, but very little of it could be bought at any price.
Those who had been so fortunate as to be invited to parI've had good pointers to operate with. If I had gone into
in the development shares at fifty cents to one
ticipate
promiscuous speculation I'd hav~ had a bank account of
dollar a share had made such a good thing that they were
~nowballs instead of cash.
at all anxious to dispose of their interest in the mine,
not
"Jiow much are you worth now, Fred?"
"Billy, I'd like to satisfy your curiosity if it wasn't which was beginning to pay a regular quarterly dividend.
Fred wa~ now worth something over one hundred thouagainst my principles to give my business seGrets a.way."
dollars, and the prospect was that he would be worth
sand
"Then you won't tell me?" said Billy.
",No, Billy. All I can say is that I am very comfortably a good deal more.
During the ensuing summer he paid a visit to the Monte-.
fixed for a boy of my years. I am not worth a million yet,
bu,t, as I expect to be out for the dollars as long as I can zuma Mine, at the special invitation of Mr: Bailey, who '
entertained him royally while he remained in Mexico.
kick, I hope to reach that point one of these days."
No time has as yet been set for Fred's and Hattie's wedFred and Hattie enjoyed a vacation of six weeks until
Mr. Bailey's company, the Montezuma Silver Mining Com- ding, but their close friends have reason to believe that the
pany, went into operation in the Jones Building, on Wall happy event will happen before next summer comes around.
At any rate, Mr. Sherwood, acting !S trustee for Fred,
Street. ,
twenty, has invested fifteen thousand dollars
Hattie was made bookkeeper and cashier, and Fred was who is nearly
of the you~g man's money lately in a fine suburban home,
appointed to be her general assistant.
presumably for Fred and Hattie to occupy after their honBetween the two they attended to aJJ the business of the
eymoon.
new mining company.
Fred is now assistant secretary of the Montezuma Silver
M:r. Bailey presented Fred •rith a rertd1cate for one thouand is shortly to be put in fu]] ch&rge of the mine's
Mine,
shares; at a par value of one dollar, but he said that in time
Wall Street office, as Mr. Sherwood has all that he can do
he had no doubt it would be worth many times its face
to look after the interests of the Bonanza Mine.
value.
Although Fred is we11 off for one of his years, he says
A certain amount of the smck was floated at fifty cents
that he is still OUT FOR THE DOLLARS, and always will be.
a share to enable Mr. Bailey, who intended to take up his
THE END.
residence on the property, to begin operations in businesslike shape.
Read "FOR FAME AND FORTUNR; OR, THE BOY
Fred no.w decided that the be t way he could use his WHO WON BOTH," which will be the next number (75)
capital of one hundred and five thousand dollars was to of "Fame and Fortune Weekly."
deposit it with a first-class trust company to loan out for
SPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this weekly
him at interest.
are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
When he got hol~ of another tip he Kp.ew tha.t he could
newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
borrow enough on his investments to swing a good-sized mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
deal, and that satisfied him.
SQUARE, NEW YORK, and you will receive the copies
in
you order by return m!lll.
The exposure of the Great Expectations Company
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F r ed F carnot a nd the S~indling Trustee; or, Saving a ·widow's
Little Fortune.
,
Fred l•'earnot a nd the " Wild" Cowboys, A!Jd the Fun He Hall With
'l.'hem.
1
Fred Fearnot a nd the "Money Queen" ; or, Exposing a Female
Sbar per.
F r ed 11'earnot's Boy P ard ; or, Striking It Rich In the Hills.
Fred Fear not and t he Railroad Gang ; or, A Desperate Fight for
Life.
F r ed Fearnot a nd t h e Mad Miner ; or, The Gold Thieves of the
Rockies.
F r ed Fearnot in Troubl e; or, Terry Olcott's Vow of Vengeance.
Fred Fearnot a nd the Girl in White; or The Mystery of the
Steamboat.
'
1' rcd .F earnot a nd the Boy Herder; or, The Masked Band of the
! ' lai n ~ .
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Fearnot in Hard Luck; or , Roughing it In the Sliver Dig-

p: .::gs.
;; ,;,1 : · n ·d b'earnot and the Indian Gulde; or, The Abdu,ction-of a Beau-

t:fu l Gir l.

3G [ !';rcJ o lPearnot's Search for T erry , an d Terry' s Faith in Him.
:l --~ :· rr<l f.'car not and the T emperance Man ; or, Putting Down the

1'. l• lll Sellers.
3CJ ~··:· c tl Fearnot's Fight for his Life· or, The Cunning that Pulled
n :m 'rhrough.
'
31 l ~'· .~yt·clu~ esa. rnot and the Wild Beast Tamer; or, A Week With a
~

3();> f.'r cd Fcarnot an d the Fiddlers' Convention; or, The Music tha.t
''"'
Puz~lcd the Musicians.
367
r-,:.-cd
Fear not's WaJI St reet Game ; or, Beating the Brokers.
1
1 'J)~yiearnot and the Wild0 Mustang; or A Chase of Thirty
368 Fred l~earn ot and the Boasting Cowboy; or, Teaching a Braggart a Leeson.
~
.
369 Fred Fearnot and the School Boy; or, The Brightest Lad in New
York.
.
370 Fred Fearnot' s Game Teamster; or, A Hot Time on the Plains.
371 Fred Fea rnot and the Renegade; or, The Man i Who Defi ed Bullets.
312 Fred 1J1earnot and the Poor Boy ; or, The Dime that Made a Fort une.
~Z3 Fred F earnot 's Treasure Hunt! or, After the Aztec·s Gold.
v 14 Fred Fearnot and the Cowboy King; or, Evelyn and the " Bad"
M~n. ,
375 Fred Fearnot and "Roaring Bl II" ; or, The Wickedest Boy in the
West.
376 Fred .Fearnot and the Boy Prospector ; or, The Secret Band of
Indian Gul ch .
377 Fred 1''earn ot and the Banker' s Boy; or, The Lad Who Cornered
the Market .
378 Fred Fearnot and the Boy of Grit; or, Forcing His Way to the
'l'op.
379 Fred
Fearnot and the Diamond Queen ; or, H elping the Treasury
Department.
380 Fred Fearnot and the White Masks ; or, Chasing the Chicago
Stranglers.
381 Fred Fearnot at Sandy-Licks ; or, Taming a "Bad" Man.
382 F red Fearnot and the Drunkard' s Son; or, A Hot l?ight Against
R um.
383 F r ed ~e arnot and the Snake-Charmer· or Out With the Circus
Fakirs.
' '
'
384 Fred Fearnot 's Pony Express ; or, A Rough Ride In Texas.
?85 Fred Fearnot H eld Back ; or, Th e Time Terry Failed H im.
386 Fred Fearnot and the Tough Trio ; or, Keeping the Peace at Gold
Bar.,
387 F r ed Fearnot and "Nobody's Boy"; or, Helping Along an Orphan.

'

388 Fred Fearnot's Promise; or, Helping a Drunkard's Boy.
389 Fred Fearnot and the Hunted Man; or, Solving a Queer:;Mystery.
390 Fred Fearnot and the Girl of Gold ; or, The Female "Wizard"' of
Wall Street.
391 Fred Fearnot and Uncle Josh; or, Saving the Old Homestead.
392 .Fred Fearnot ana "Long Luke" ; or, The Toughest Man in Texas.
393 Fred Fearnot on the Diamond; or, Playing Pennant Ball.
'394 Fred Fearnot and the Silver Syndicate· ; or, Beating tlle Wall
I
Street Sharks.
.
395 Fred Fearnot's Conquering Stroke; or, Winning the Silver Sculls.
396 Fred Fearnot' s Summer Camp;. or, Hunting In the North Woods.
397 Fred Fearnot's Baseball Boys; or, Playing In the League.
398 Fred Fearnot and the " Wharf Rats" : or, Solving a North RiveiMyst ery.
399 Fred Fearnot and His No-Hit Game; or, Striking out the Cham-

pions.

400 Fr~d Fearnot and the Boot-Black; or, Giving a Poor Boy Bis
Rli:hts.
>
401 Fred Fee.mot's Puzzling Curves; or, Fooling the League Batsmen.
402 Fred Fee.rnot's Triple Play ; or, How He and Terry Won the
Game.
403 Fred Fearnot and "Ned, The Newey"; or, The Sharpest Boy in
New York.
404 Fred Fearnot and the Farmer's Bo7; or, A Greenhorn from th'
Country.
405 Fred Fearnot and the White Moose; or, Out on a Strange Hunt.
406 Fred Fearnot's Swim for Life; or, How He Fooled Hie Foes.
407 Fred Fearnot and the Grafters; or, Trallin~ the East Slllf,
Crooks.
408 Fred Fearnot and the Bell-Boy; or, The Great Hotel Robbery.
409 Fred F earnot and the Council of Ten; or, The Plot Against Hla
Life.
11 0 Fred Fearnot's Football Boys; or, Wlnntng on the Gridiron.
41 1 Fred F earnot and the Brpker's Game; or, Downing a Wall Stred
Gang.
412 Fred E'earnot and Wild Will; or, Reforming a Bad Boy.
413 Fred Fearnot and the Range Robbers ; or, Seeing Justice Don.e.
414 Fred Fearnot's Drop Kick; or, Playing Great Football.
415 Fred Fearnot and the Temper>.1nce Boy; or, Driving Ou; t h•
_ Home WreckeJ¥!.
•
416 Freu Fearnot's Deal in Diamonds; or, The Strange Man from
Africa.
·
417 Fred F earnot and Dead-Shot Dick; or, Beating the Western
Champion.
418 Fred Fearnot and the Mill .Girl; or, The Factory Gang of Fair•
dale.
419 F~ed Fearnot's New Ice-Boat ; or, Beating the .Best of Them.
420 Fred F earnot's Christmas Day; or, How He and Terry Had
Some Fun.
421 Fred Fearnot and the Boy Who Tried ; or, Bound to Rise ID tbe
World.
422 Fred Fearnot'e Temperance Talk ; or, Pleading for a Good Cause.
423 Fred Fearnot and Lawyer Lee ; or, Helping a Poor Widow's Case.
424 Fred Fea:rnot's Snow-Shoe Trip; Qr, A Tough Time In the Rockies.
425 Fred Fearnot and Old Mason ; or, The Sharpest Fox In Wall
Street.
426 F_r!!d Fearnot at -Ranch X ; or, Giving the Cowboys Points.
427 Fred Fearnot's Search for Evelyn; or, Row She Got Lost.
428 irred Fearnot and the Vlllage Boss ; or, pealing With a Hard
Man.
·
429 Fred Fearnot'e Streak of Luck; or, The Gold Gang of Gilt Edge.
430 Fred Fearnot' s False Friend; or, Almost P:rought to Ruin.
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MESMERISM .

No. 81. HOW TO J\IESMERIZE.-C ontaining the most approved methods of mesmerism; also how to cure all kinds of
diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo
_
Hugo Koeh, A. <J. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.

PALMISTRY .

No. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Embracing all of the latest and most deceptive card tricks, with il·
lw;traiions. By A. Anderson.
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.Containi~t? deceptive Card Tricks as performed by leading conjurors
and mag1c1ans. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

j

MAGIC.
No. 82. BOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-C ontaining the most ap·
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
on all the leading card tricks
instruction
full
containing
a full expl:wation of t heir meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks,
as performed by
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the dl!-Y• also ~~e most popular magical illusionscopy
of this book,
our: lea~mg magicians: every boy should obtain a
Leo Hugo Koch, A.. C. S. Fully illustrated.
as it will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTISM .
No. 22 · HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller' s seconJ sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-C ontaining valuable and inFred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
structive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also explained b.l'. his former assistant, on
between the magician and the
explaining the moBt app1·oyed methods which are employed by the the secret dialogues were carried
all the codes and signals. The only
boy on the stage ; alsoofgiving
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, A..C.S.
second sight.
authentic explanation
No. 43. HOW TO BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Co ntaining the
SPORTING .
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT A.ND FISH.-The most complete gran~est assort~ent c;if magical illusions ever placed before the
hunting and fishing gu ide ever published. It contains .full in- public. Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
No. 68. IIOW TO DO CHEMICAL TlUCKS.-Conta ining over
structions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
one hundrM highly amusing and' instructive tricks with chemicals.
together with descriptions of game and fish.
No. 26. HOW 'l'O ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A. BOAT.-Fully By A.. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated . .
No. 6ll. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Contain ing over
illustrated. Every boy should know how to row and sail a boat.
Also containFull instructions are given in this Jittle book, together wi th in· ~fty of the latest and best tricks used by magicians.
mg the secret of second sight. IJ-,ully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
etructions on swimming and riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.- . No .. 70. HOW TO MAKE MAGIC . TOYS.-Containi ng full
A complete treatise on the horse. Describing the most useful horses directions for making Magic 'l'oys and devices of many kinds. By
for business, the best horses for the road; also valuable reci1'es for A. Anderson. ll-,ully illusti·ated.
No. 73 .. HOW. TO J?O TRICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Sho wing
diseases pecaliar to the horse,
No. 48. HOW 'l'O BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A handy many curious tric~s with figures and the magic of numbers. By A.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated .
.No. 7_5. IIO\Y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Containing
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
tricks with Dommos, Dice, Cups anJ Balls Hats etc Embracing
Stansfield Hicks.
By
•
'
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson. '
No. 78. ~qw 'l'O DO THE .BLACK ART.-Containin g a com.
FORTU NE TELLING.
No. 1. NAPOLEON' S ORA.CUTJUM AND DREAM BbOK.- plete description of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand
<Jontaining the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson'.
ing of almost any kind of d1·eams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
MECHA C
and curious games of cards. A. complete book.
Ni AL.
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DHEAl\IS.-Every body dreams,
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR-Ev ery boy
from the little child to the <1ged man and woman. This little book
This book explains them
o_riginated.
gives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky shoul~ ~now how inv~ntions
all, givi~g examples. in electr1,city, hydraulics, magnetism, optics,
an,d unlucky ,fays, and "Napoleon·s Oraculum," the book of fate.
published.
No. 28. IIO\Y TO '.rELL FOHTUNES.-E veryone is desirous of pneumatics, mecban1cs, etc. 'l he most instructive book
ENGINEER-Co ntaining full
knowing what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5f?. HOW 'l'O BECOM~ AN
enlocomotive
a
become
to
misery, wealth or p°'·erty. You can t<'ll by a glance at this little mstructions how to proceed Ill order model locomotive· together
for building a
book. Buy one nud be convinced. 'l'cll your own fortune. Tell giueer; also directions of
everything an engineer should know.
with a full description
the fortune of your frirnd s.
No. u7. HOW TO l\IAKE MUSWAL INS'l'RUMENT S.-Full
No. 76. HOW '.rO TELL FORTUNES :IY THE HAND.Harp, XyloContaining rul ~s for t<>lling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hancl, directions how to maki; a B_anjo, Violin, Zither, .2Eolian
together with a brief deor the sr,•ret of pnlmi ~Lry. Also the secret of telling future events ph.,ne and other musical mstruments;
ancient or
in
used
instrument
musical
every
nearly
by aid of moles, rnar1.s, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. 3cription of
modern times. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon s. Fitzgerald,
.a.TH LETI C.
Marines.
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal
""'
No. 59. HOW 'l'O MAK~ A l\IAGIC LAN'l'ERN.-Con taining
No. 6. HOW TO BillCOME AN A'l'IILETE.-Giv ing full inand invention.
struction fo r the use of <lumb bells, Indian cl ubs, paralkl bars, a description of the lantern, together vyith its history
horizontal burs and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions fo1· Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
h ealthy musd e ; containing over sixty illustrations. ]~v e ry boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
No. 71. ITOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Conta ining
become strong anti he:iltlty by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for performing over sitty Mechanical Tricks.
in this little bovk.
No. 10. HOW '1'0 DOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. Ily A.. Anderson. Fully illustrated. ,
LETTER WRITING.
Containing over thi1·ty illustrations of guards, blows, and the cli!Ierent positions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
WRITE LOVE-LETTER S.-A most com•
TO
HOW
11.
No.
box
to
how
you
teach
will
it
as
books,
instrucli1·e
and
these useful
plcte little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters.
wi thout an instructor.
No. 25. JIOW TO BiilCOl\JE A. GYMNAST.-Con tain!ng full and when to u~e them. givi ng specimen letters for young and old.g
No. 12•. IIOW .'1'0 WHI'l~~ LETTERS TO. LADIES.-G;ivin
iI!structions f~r all kind-; of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
letters to ladies on all subJects;
E mbracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor w: Macdonald. complete mstructions for wr1tmg
. also letters of introduction, notes and requests.
A han d.v and useful book.
No .. 2;!. IIOW .TO. WRI'l'E l;<:i!JT'l'ERS TO GENTLEM~N.No. 34. HOW 'TO FENCE.-Contain ing full instruction for
fencing and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery. Conta!n.mg full directions for. writmg. to gentlemen on all subJects;
Descri bed with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also g1vmg sam ple letters for rnstruct1on.
No. 53. IIOW TO WRITE LETTEJRS.-A.,... wonderful little
positions in fencing. A complete book.
book, tell.ing you how to write to yo~r sweetl:ieart, your father,
mother, sister, brother, employer; and, m fact, everybody and anyTR ICKS WITH CAR DS •
young man and every young
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.--Confai ning body you wish to write to. Every
.
explanations of t'he general principles of sleight-of-hand appli ca\Jle lad.v in the land should havP this hook.
No. 7-1. HOW 'l'O WRITEJ LETTERS CORRECTLY.-C onto card trirks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
subject·
any
almost
sleigh t-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters onwith
specimen letters'.
also rules for punctuation and composition,
11>9Cially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustrated.

c.
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No. 31. H OW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Contain!ng folll"

=~-0. _ 1 ·.• THEJ BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE teen illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become

BOOh. - Coutaiuiug a groat vaciety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous end men. No amateul' minstrels is complete without
this wonderful little book.
Xo .. ·1:!. TUE l}OYS OF Nl'lW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.Coata1!1rng a vaned asso,rt~ent of stump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and lnsh. Also end mens Jokes, Just t he thing for home amuse·
•
ment and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKrn B<?OK.;--Something new and very instructive. Every
boy. s~ould obtam this ~ook, as it contains fu ll 1instructions for orgamzmg an amateur mmstrel troupe.
. No. 65. l\IULDOO~'S JOKE~·-:--Tb~s is one of. the most original
ioke ~ooks ever pubhshe~, and 1t is brimful of wit and h umor. It
oonta1os a large eollection of 11ongs, jokes, conundrums etc. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical' joke~ of
the day. }j]very boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy immediately.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Containing complete instructions how to make up for various characters on the
stage; together with the duties of t he Stage Manager, Prompter
l:lcepic Artist_ and Pr.o perty Afan. By a prominent Stage Manager'.
No. 80. Gt S WILLIAMS J OKE BOOK-Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and funn;y stories of t his world-renowned and
ever popular German comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of t he author.

a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also cotltaining gems from
a.II the popula r ~ uth ors of prose and poetry, arranged in the m09&
simple and conc1s:? manner possible.
No. 49. _HOW T O DEJB A'. rE . -Giving rules for conducting d•
bates, outlmes for debatee, questions fo r discussion, and the bed
sources fo r procuring info::mat ion on the questions given.

SOCIETY.

N o. 3. H OW T O F LIR'l'. -'.rhe arts and wiles of flirtation an
fully explained by this li ttle book. Besides the various methods of
haudkercbief, fan, glove, parasol, window a nd ba t flirtation, it coll•
tains a full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, which I•
in.teresting to every body, both old a nd young. You cannot be happJI
without one.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the t itle of a. new a nd haIJdsome
little book just issued by l!,rank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room a nd a t partie1,
how to dress, and fu ll direct ions for calling off in a ll popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAK E L OVE.- A com plete gu ide tp love,
court~hip and marriage, giving sensible a dvice, rul es a nd etiquette
to be observe<l, with many cur ious a nd inter esting things not gen•
erally known .
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing f ull instruction in the
art of dressing and appearing well at home a nd abroad, giving the
selections of eolors, materi al, a nd how to have t hem made up.
No. 1&. HOW 'l'O BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable li ttle books ever given t o th e world.
N~. ·rn. HOW TO KEEP A; WIND.OW GARDEN:-Containing Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
fu ll mstructions for constructrng a wmdow garden either in town female. '.rhe secret is simple, and a lmost costless. Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
fl owers at home. The most complete book of the k ind ever published.
BI RDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.- H andsomely illustrated an4
on cooking ever published. It. contains. recipes for cooking meats, containing
full instructions for the management and training of the
fish, game, and oysters; also pies, puddmgs, cakes and all kinds of canary. mockingbird,
bobolink. blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
pastry, and a grand collection of r ecipes by one of our most popular
Ko. 30. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS AND
,
cooks.
and inst ructive book. Handsomely illususeful
RABBITS.-A
No. 37. HOW• 'J'O E:EEP HOUSE.-It contains information fpr
By Ira Drofraw.
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teaeh you how to trated.
40. HOW TO l\IAKE AND SET T RAPS.-Including hints
make almost anyth ing around the housr, such as parlor ornaments onNo.
to ca tch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squi r rels and birds.
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.' Alsohow
how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
E L ECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AN D AN IMALS.-A
No. 46. HOW T O MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable
book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountins
scription of the wonderfu l us'es of electricity and electro magnetism· and preserving
birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries'.
HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE P E T$.-Giving com·
54.
No.
etc. By George Trebel, A. 'M ., M. D . Containing over fifty il- plete information
as to the manner and method of raising, keeping,
lustrations.
taming, brcediug, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL l\IACIIINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully expla ined by t wenty-eight
ta ining fnll Jirectioos fo r making electrical machines, induction illustrations, making it the most complete book pf the kind ever
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. publishe<i.
By R. A. R. B1mnett. Fully illustrated.
No. 67. HOW 'l'O DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
MISCELLANEOUS.
large collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOl\IE A SCIENTI ST._.A useful and in·
together with illustrations. By A. Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry ; also experiments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
rections for making fil'eworks, color ed fires, and gas balloons. Thi1
ENTERTAINMENT. ,
No. 9. HOW T O BECOME A VEN'l'RILOQUIST. -By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW 'l'O l\IAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
Kennedy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
th is book of instructions, by a practical professo r (delighting multi- making all kin<ls of candl· ice- crean;!..,syrup~essences, etcu etc.
84. ·110\V 'l'O BlliCOl\1E AtY A U'l 'u OR. -Contai ning full
No.
the
master
can
imitations),
l
wonderfu
his
with
tudes every night
a rt, and create any amount of fun fo r himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
manner of preparing and snbmitting manuscr ipt. A lso containing
greatest book ('Ver published. and there's milliomf (of fun) in it.
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the n eatness, legibility and general com·
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
.
of games, sporls, card diversions, comic recitations, etc.. suitable ·Ililand.
fo r parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the · No. 38. HOW TO BECO:\fE YOUR OW~ DOCTOR.-A won•
derful book. containing useful and practical information in the
money than iinv hook published.
No. 35. HO'V TO PLAY GAl\fES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to eve1'7
book, contRining the rules and regu lations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective r ecipes for general com·
plaints.
backgammon, croquet. dominoes, ete.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COG\S.-Con·
No. 36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUl\fS.-Containing all
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches tain ing valuable information regard ing the collecting a nd arrangin&
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustratPd.
and witty sayings.
No. 58. IIOW TO BE A DE'l'ECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
No. 52. HOW 'l'O PLAY CARDS ..-A complete and handy little
book, giving the ru les and f~._ 'ir ections for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. I n which he lays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, .tt~ 'ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible ru les for beginners, and also relates some adventure1
Au ction Pitch. All Fours. and trrlrny other popu lar games of cards. and experienC'es of well-known deteetives.
No. uO. HOW TO BECOME A PIIOTOGRAPHER.-Contain·
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three bundred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides a nd other
complete book. F ully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. B y Captain W. De W.
ETIQUETTE.
Abney.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST P OINT MILITARY
No. 13. HOW T O DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.- It
is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing fu ll explanations how to gain admittance,
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Office rs, Polt
all about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW T O BEHA VE.- Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regnlations, Fire Department, and all a boy ~hould
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by Lu Sena rens, author
pea ring to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW 'l'O BECOME A NAVAL CADET .-Complete in·
in t he drawing-room.
s~rnctione of how to gain admission to the Ann apolis Naval
DECLAMATION.
Academy. Also containing t he course of instruction, description
N o. 27. HOW T O RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATION S. of grounds and buildings, historieal sketch. a nd every thing a boy
-Con taining the most popula r selections in use, comprisi ng Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Comdialect, French dialect1 Yankee a nd Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by I.u Sena rens, aut hor of "How to Become •
West Point Mi litary Cadet."
:wit h many standard readings.

PRICE 10 CENTS- EACH. OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Publisher~ 24 Union Sqnare, New York.
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WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY
A COMPLETE STORY EVERY WEEK

.,... STORIES OF BOY FIREMEN -.n
By ROBERT LENNOX

Handsome Colored Covers
32=Page.s of Reading

Price

s

Cents

Splendid Illustrations
Is.sued Every Friday

DIF TAKE NOTICE!.,_
daring deeds of heroism, and the perils
they overcome, are intensely interesting.
These stories are not confined entirely to
fire-fighting, but also contain many interesting incidents, humorous situations and
a little of the love element. There is a
charming girl in the stories whom you will
all like very much.

Beginning with No. 41, this weekly will
contain a new series of magnificent fire
stories, written by Robert Lennox, the
best author of this class of fiction in the
worl\l. They detail the exciting adventures of a company of gallant young firefighters under the leadership of a brave
boy knbwn as Young Wide Awake. Their

- - ·Tell All Your Friends About This Pine Series .....
ALREADY PUBLISHED:
10 We, Us & Co.; or, Seeing Life with a Vaudeville Show. By Ed·
'
ward N. Fox.
11 Cut Out for an Officer; or, Corporal Ted In the Philippines. By
·
Lieut. J . J. Barry.
12 A Fool for I'..uck; or, The Boy Who Turned Boss. By Fi;ed Warburton.
13 The Great Gaul "Beat" ; or, Phil Winston's Start in Reporting.
·
By A. Howard De Witt.
14 Out for Gold ; or, '£he Boy Who Knew the Difference. By Tom
Dawson.
15 The Boy Who Balked ; or, Bob Brisbane's Big Kick. By Frank
Irving.
16 Slicker than Silk; or, The Smooth est Boy Alive. By Rob Roy.
17 The Keg of Diamonds; or, After the Treasure of the Caliphs. By
Tom Dawson.
18 Sandow, Junior; or, The Boy Who Looked Puny. By Prof. Oliver
Owen&.
19 . Won by Blull'; or. Jack Mason's Marbl e Face. By Frank Irving.
20 On the Lobster Shift; or, The Herald's Star Reporter. By A.
Howard De Witt.
21 Under the Vendetta's Steel ; or, X. Yankee Boy In Corsica. By
.
Lieut. J . J. Barry.
22 Too Green to Burn; or. The Luck of Being a Boy. By Rob Roy.
23 In Fool's Paradise; or, The Boy Who Had Things Easy. By Fred
Warburton.
24 One Boy in a Million; or, 'l'he Trick That Paid. By Edward N.

30 The Easiest Ever; or, How Tom Filled a Money Barrel. By Capt.
.
Hawthorn, U. S. N.
31 In the Sultan's Eye ; or, Beating the Porte's Game. By Tom
,
Dawson.
32 The Crater of Gold ~ or, Dick Hope's Find In the Philippines. By
Fred Warburton.
33 At 'ihe Top of the Heap; or, Darlaa to Call Hls Soul His Own. By
Rob Roy.
34 A Lemon for His; or, Nat's Corner In Gold Bricks. By Edward N.
~ox.

35 By the Mikado's Order; or, Ted Terrill's "Win Out" In Japan. By
•
Lieut. J. J. Barry.
36 His Name was Oennls; or, The Luck Qf a Green Irish Boy. ~ By
-,
Witt.
De
A. Howard
37 Volunteer Fred; or, From Fireman to Chief. By Robert Lennox.
38 NeJ?,tune No .. l; or, The Volunteer Fire Boys of Bla'c kton. By
Robert Lennox.
39 Hook, Ladder and Pike ; or, The Life-Savers of Freehold. By
Robert Lennox.
40 Columbia's Pet; or, A Fireman at 17. By Robert Lennox.
41 Youi'.~n,:i~e Awake; o.r . The Fire Boys of Belmont. By Robert
42 Young Wide Awake's Biggest Blaze ; or, Saving a Burning City. By
Roberf Lennox.
43 Young Wide Awake's Life Line; or, The Narrowest Escape on Record. By Robert Lennox.
44 Young Wide Awake's Hook and Ladder Work; or, The Maniac Fire
Fiend of Belmont. By Robert Lennox.

Ji'oit.

(25 In Spite of Himself ; or, Serving the Russian Police. By Prof.
Oliver Owens.
\
26 Kicked into Luck; or, The Way Nate Got 'l'here. By Rob Roy.
27 The Prince of Opals; or, The Man-Trap of Death Valley. By A
'
Howard De Witt.
28 Llvlng. in His Hat; or, The Wide World His Iiome. By Edward
N. Fo:it.

29 All for President Diaz; or, A Hot Time in Mexico.
Barry. ·

By Lieut. J. J.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on

1rec~ipt of

FBANX TOUSEY, Publisher,
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DEAR Sm-Enclosed find ...... cents for wl).ich please send me:
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... . "
" WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos ..................................................... .. , •••••
"
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.....................................................
Nos
LUCK,
AND
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•... "
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........
" SECRET SERV'ICE, Nos ....................................................
''
.
.......................
,
" FAME AND FORTUNE W,EEKLY, Nos ...........................
•.•. '(
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Fame nd Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By A

SEL F-MA DE MAN

32 Pages of Read .ng Matter

Handsome Color ed·Covef.s
.

•
• ••

I

A new one issued every Friday

.. . . .
'•

' 't
Price 5 cents a copy

This Weekly contains interesti ng stories of smart boys, who win
fame and fortune by their ability to take
advantag e of passing opportun ities. Some of these stories are
our most successfu l i self-mad e men; ·and show how a boy of pluck, founded on true incidents in the lives of
persever ance and brains can become famous and wealthy.
ALREADY PUBLISH ED.
1 A Lucky Deal ; or, The Cutest Boy in Wall Street.
2 Born to Good Luck ; or, The Boy Who
.
3 A Corner in Corn; or, How a Chica/to BoySucceeded
4 A Game of Chance; or, The Boy VI ho WonDid the Trick.
5 Hard to Beat; or, The Cleverest Boy in WallOut.
6 Building a Railroad; or, The Young ContractoSti·eet.
of Lakeview.
7 Winning His Way; or, '£he Youngest Editor in rs
Green River.
8 The Wheel of Fortune; or, The Reco rd of a Self-Made
Boy.
9 Nip and· Tuck; or, '£he Young Brokers
of Wall
10 A Copper Harvest ; or. The Boys Who Worked Street.
a Deserted Mine.
11 A Lucky Penny; or, The 1''ortunes of a Boston Boy.
12 A Diamond in the Rough; or, A Brave Boy's Start iu Life.
13 Baiting the Bears ; or, The Nerv iest Boy in Wall
Street.
14 A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Who Could Not
Downed.
15 A Streak of Luck; or, The Boy Who l<'eathe redbe His
Nest.
16 A Good Thing; or, The Boy . \Yho lll ade a
17 King of the lllarket; or, The Young Trade r Fortune.
in
Wall
Street.
18 Pure Grit ; or, One Boy in a Thousand .
19 A Rise in Life; or, The Cai·eer of a Factory Boy.
20 A Barrel of l\iouey ; or, A Bright Boy in Wa ll Street.
21 All to the Good; or, From Call Boy to Man ager.
22 How He Got There; or, '£he Pluckiest Boy of Them All.
23 Bound to Win ; or, The Boy Who Got Rich
.
24 Pushing It '.rhrough ; or, The Fate of a Lucky
Boy.
25 A Born Speculato r; or, The Young Sphinx
Wa ll Street.
26 The Way to Success; or, The Boy \Yho GotofThere.
27 Struck Oil; or. '£he Boy Who l\lade a '.\lilli on .
28 A Go lden Risk ; or, The Young Miners of Della Cruz.
29 A Sure Winner; or. The Boy '\\ho Vl' eut Out With
30 Go lden Fleece: or, The Boy Brokers of '\\all Street. a Circus.
31 A Mad Cap Scheme: or, The· Boy Treasure Hunters
of Cocos Island
32 Adrift on the World: or. TI'orking His '\\ay to Fortune.
33 Playing to Win ; or, '.l.' he Foxiest Boy in Wail Street.
34 Tatters; or, A Boy from the Slums.
35 A Young Monte Cri sto; or, Th e Richest
i n the World.
86 Won by Pluck; or. The Boys \Yho Ran Boy
a Railroad.
3 7 Beating t he Brokers: or, The Boy Who "Couldn
't be Done."
38 A Rolling Stone; or, The Brightest Boy on Record.
39 Never Say Die; or, Th e Young Su r veyo1· of Happy Vall ey.
40 Almost a Man; or, Winning His Way to the Top.

41 Boss of the Market; or, The Greatest Boy In Wall Street.
42 Tile Chance of Uis Life: or, The Young
of Crystal Lake.
43 Striving for Fortune; or, FL'Om Bell-BoyPilot
to l\iillionair e.
44 Out tor Business; or, The Smartest Boy In Town.
45 A Favori te of Fortune; or, Striking It Rich in Wail Street.
46 Through Thick and Thin; or, The Adventur es of a Smart
Boy.
47 Doing His Leve l Best; or, Working llis
Up.
48 Always un Deck; or, The Boy Who MadeWay
His lllark.
49 A M int of Jlloney; or, The Young Wall Street Broker.
50 The Ladder of Fame ; or.<. From Office Boy to Senator.
51 On the 8quare; or, The ::su ccess of an Honest Uoy.
52 After a .b' ortune; or, The Pluckiest Boy in the West.
53 Winning the Dollars; or, The Young \Yond
er of Wall Street.
54 Making His Mark; or, The Boy \Yho Became
President .
55 Heir to a Million; or, The Boy \Yho Was Born Lucky.
56 Lost in the Andes: or, Tbe ·rreasure of the Burled City.
57 On His Mettle; or , A Plucky Boy in Wall Street.
58 A Lucky Chance; or, Taking Fortune on tbe Wing.
59 The Road to Success; or, The Cai·eer of a Fortunate Boy.
60 Chasing Pointei·s; or, The Luckiest Boy in Wall Street.
61 Rising in the World; or, l<'rom Factory Boy
62 From Dark to Dawn; or, A Poor Boy' s Chance. to Manager.
63 Oat for Himself; or, Paving His Way to l•'ortune.
64 Diamond Cut Diamond; or, The Boy Brokers
65 A Start in Life; or, A Bi·Ight Boy's Ambition of Wall Street.
66 Out for a Million: or, The Young Midas of. Wall 8treet .
67 Every Inell a Boy; or, Do ing His Level Best.
68 111oney to Burn: or, '.l.'he Shrewdes t Boy in Wall Street.
69 An Eye to Business; or, The Boy Wh o Was
Not Asl eep.
70 Tipped by the Ticker; or, An Ambitious Boy in
Wall ::>treet.
71 On to Success ; or, The Boy Who Got Ahead.
72 A Bid for a Fortune; 01-, A Country Boy in Wall Street.
7 3 Bound to Rise; or, Fighting His \\' ay to Llccess.
74 Out. for the Dollars: or. A Smart Boy in \\' all St.reet.
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